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Presidential Censorship:
Preservation or Paranoia?
by Kim Murphy

Many presidents: since
Franklin D. Roosevelt, have
sought to put limitations on
the free press. Yet none have
been so antagonistic toward
the press as President
Rona Id Reagan. Does he
have the right,_in the name of
national security, to put such
stringent restrictions ·on previously accessibl.e material?
Does he have the right, again
in the name of.national security, to keep important news
from

the

media

and · the

sensitive data as easily as by
going to a public library and
looking it up .. The so-called
culprit which has sparked the
controversy is the FOi, or
Freedom of Information Act.
Th is Act, passed by Congress 17 years ago, was supposed to make it easier for
the public to get information
about governmental workings. But, at the same time it
exempted from re~ease confidential material in such areas
as national security,. trade
SE;:Crets and personal privacy.
So. what is all the bureau.

?

world politics, not to mention
endanger -the lives of many
people." Dr. Kryzanek cites a
chilling example of the
potential danger of free i nformation in the-wrong hands.
It seems that a reporter
from the Wisconsin-based
magazine 11 Progressive" was
in a public library in Los Alamos, New Mexico. This may
not inean much until one realises that Los _Alamos was the ·
testing site for nuclear weapons. The reporter happen'ed
to' stumble across a governmental article of instructioqs
•

'c ..

e·. c

EDB at . Tilly?
by Paul Foster

campus by the SSC community was safe. He sald that
the BSC cafeterias do not use
any of the products listed by
the MPHC as qontaining
more than one part EDS per
billion.
,
The Custom Management
Corporatio_n (CMC}, who
oversees.the college'scafete.r1as, uses General M Ills products. His company has only
one product listed. on. the
MPHC's list: "Coincidently,

The list potential cancer
causing agents found in the
food consumed qy Americans. cor:itinues to grow. The
latest i~ Ethylene dibromide,
also known as EDB. Foods
that contain this chemocal
are being banned from store
shelves throughout Massachusetts and other states~
On Monday, the Massachusetts Public Health Council (MF'HC) began setting
FOOD, p. 19 ..............................
limitations on the amount of
. EDB in food. This follows the
action taken by the .Enviromental ·Protection Agency,
who had earlier banned EDS
as a soil fumigant, and last
Friday, banned the chemi-.
cal's use on grains and citrus By David Carreiro. ·
fruits.
.
·
Many of the foods being
Th~ General Education
banned in Massachusetts Requirements (GER). subcontain one part~EDB per bil- commi~tee of ~he '.Curriculum
lion, and must be taken off Comrrnttee will be conductthe shelves of all stores by ing a series of meeting_s conMarch 7. The products most cerning the evaluation and
effected by the chemical are possible changes in the
.cake, corn and muffin mixes,
GERs. These meetings will
all made by various be h·eld at _various locations
companies.
all over 9ampt1s and are open
Manager of the Tillinghast to students and any other
cafeteria, David Zioli, said he concerhed tndividuaJs. Dr.
contacted his purveyor
. Stanley Hamilton, chairman
soon as the problem started
of the subcommittee, urges
and was assured· that alt the all interested parties to
food being consumed on
attend.

conservative atmosphere of
today, numerous people are
frightened oJ our "open information" society. "They feel
that because so much of our
governmental information is
free to public viewing, .our
enemies may be obtaining

Trustees Hike
Student Fees
By Matt. Peter Donoghue
The Board of Trustees last
night approved irwreases i11
student fees, meaning the
cosf·of education for B.S.C.,
students is on the way up.
It will c;ost Qn-campus resi"·dent ~tudents an ·additional'
$120 per year to e)(isf in the
Shea/Durgin complex, as
well as at Scott, Wood and

GER REVIEW:

Pope halls and the student
.
.
apartments, beginning with
the Fall 1.984 semester
By Meg Snow
It will also cost more for*
students enrolled in the Con-* This season has brought
tfnuing Education and Grad-~ with it two northeasters that
'u ate. programs . he re,* have dumped a considerable
beginning.r with the Summer *:amount of snow in the area.
.1.984 session~ There'had
The djscrepancfes between
a uniform fee per--credit hour* the decisions that were made
for both programs, Q#jt the* concerning the .cancellation
action of the Board of Trus- *·of classes have left many less
FEES, p. 19 ............................... :.than satisfied .
"I/
Mr. James Cummings,
..I.
*Director of Facilities at
.
~Bridgewater State, explained

HOW

Can .Get Involved

as

LET IT
SNOW!
i

been#

OU

:*'

:~~n~·~r~~ads~:~~if1do~0w~~~~

A survey of upperc.lass.tion on the G~R Ta~k Forces.-~ be hel~.When the storm hits, .
After. some d1scuss1~n by th~
CumminQs make_s a tour of
rn.en, . alumni and area
employers, in' addition . to
Curncul~m. Committee, 1t SNOW, p. 19 .......... ~······"·-········· ,
researching of the require..:
was dec1d~~ that student
ments of other colleges, pro- . representation was welcome.
vided a great de'al of the
Student mem.bers of these
information the --C:ommittee
Task Forces .will be chosen
'will use to make their recomby SGA President Paul Dobmendations. A meeting will
son from a pool of nam~s of
be held on Monday, February
student vo~untee~s.-~res1dent
13, at 3:00 p.m. in the Martha
Dobson. will ?es1gnate .th~se
Deni$on Rondileau Conferv~lunteers in a.ssoc1at1on
ence Room in the Maxwell
with the _three GER Task
Library.
Force cha1r~ersons.
Dr. Stanley . Hamilton
Dr.. Hamilton urged ~he
spoke 'to the SGA Senate on
Senators and executive
11
Tuesday,. January 31, on the
board members to pass the
topic of student representaGERs, p. 19 ...... ,....-............... :......
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Editor's View
·There is an amendment Judge Alsop in Minnesota.
The issue here. is a vioration
that will be taken up by the
Supreme Court which could of rights. I don't think the
literally affect thousands of issue is whether or not I regTo the editor
be a point at which every man where they develop.a warped
students
nationwide. It is istered or Mr. Phillips did. It
can leave his job (and being a · perception of reality: Good
called the Solomon Amend- mightbe my imagination, but
This letter is in regard to an Bruin is a source of employ- guys make mistakes, too.
ment after it's sponser in it seems th~t·!l;l.~_goyernment
editorial printed in The Com- ment), however, the press
The lay public, including
Congress, Gerald Solomon has determined that ~duca
ment on Feb. 2, 1984. Under and the likes of Ms. DuPont myself and Ms. DuPont, are
of New York. It states that any tion comes .second to war.
the article "A Mistake Far seem to believe that a select not in a position to judge the
Probably ·the major. prob-male student who ha·s failed
More Serious ... ", Nancy few must 'work' all day and· guilt, innocence, or responsito register for the. draft is lem I have with this amendDuPont d isc:Ussed the night in order that they don't bility of any other man or
ineligible to receive financial ment ·is;· the discrimination
tragedy involving Craig Mac- offend our children.
woman. MacTavish may have
factor, involved. Women. are
aid for college.
Tavish and the late Kim RadIf anything, let this tragedy to face a jury of his peersOn June 16, .1983, the notaffec~ed by it, however an
ley, in a meager attempt to exist for our children as a sad_, allow them to declde where
amendment was ruled · estimated ]00,000 men are.
discourage the student body reality of today's world. Lef the responsibility·lies ..
unconstitutional by a Federal In ·the ·;name of Equal Rights
:'rom drinking and driving.
us not buffer their world and
Sincerely,
District Court judge in ;St. .an.d education, .I believe the]
While understanding the protect them to a degree
Heather ~rmstrong
point that Ms. DuPont was
Paul, Minnesota. He ruled government sh9uld take.their
attempting to make, I hesitate
.
that
the amendment"inflicts retaliation· against the non[
to agree with the manner in
punishment... without protec- registers some other way.
which she expressed her
tion of a judicial trial' and vio- Education is far more
concern. To put forth that
lates the Fifth Amendment important.
"MacTavish ... failed to uphold
privilege against self·If any members of the
the responsibility he has to
incrimination."
S.G.A. are listening, Mr. Philthe public to act in a way
Chuck Phillip'S, a student at lips and I have a request. We
·which benefits one of his parBridgewater. State College is would like you to approve a
ticular status." is to ass,ume . It is apparent that much the Editor-in-Chief of this
effected by this amendment. written resolution opposing
that he must take on the role controversy.has been caused fine paper. AIL re~sonable
He has chosen not to register 'the amendment in order that
of "Boston' Bruin:· 24 hours a by our little article. We also requests will be .answered
for the draft and has helped we may send it to Washing·day. \ wonde.r it Ms. D.uPont know that rnany pe.ople .have either by mail· (please include
me in researching this issue. ton D.C. for the hP-~rings. We
stopped to consider the con- followed i.n our anonymous se\f-add ressed stamped
For the record; I have regis- will help with any problems
cept of \ndividua\ity: When he. footsteps.
tered
for the draft, and still corlcerni ng the issue.
envelope) or through the
We will accept anicorresis not on the ice, MacTavish
· Your Editor,
feel th.at this amendment is a
Shoe. ·Letters. of particular
has his own personal life and pondence containing correc- interest will be published
direct violation of a person's
Gregory Mathis
cannot possibly be responsi- tioos. concerns, events you
(man's) rights as so ruled by
unless otherwise requested.
ble for presenting "a positive feel we have overlooked or
image .. for the children of solutions to our questions.
The Shoemakers
Please submit all letters to
Massacnusetts. There must

Want To Talk To
The Shoemakers?

.
Rebu

tta[=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Contrary to the beliefs. of
Matthew Peter Donoghue the

Globe Santa raffle, and we
sponsor a child in the Chris-

Any personsinterested insubmittingaca~paign letter for
the upcoming elections may do so for next weeks issue. The
-···primaries are February 23 and 24 and the positions available
are; Senator-at-Large, Senator of the Class of 1985, and Class
further addressed take it up of 1987.
with the. following commit.Letters must be typed and verified by the secr~tary before

accornp'1shed'

other things

Aid CommHtoc, Cu'rric-u

many things

that are for the students of
Bridgewater State College
and other things such as: the
S.G.A. Book Exchange,
S:G.A. Lawyer, Campus
security·, Tennis courts
behind Scott Hall, BAT bus
system, Bus shuttl~ to Westgate Mall and\ the South
Shore Piaza, the clubs and
organizations budgets,·
Homecoming weekend, the

um

Counterpoint: Everyone in ·review-Curriculum CommitS.G.A. is of college age and tee, Policies affecting dorm
of significant maturity. Even students~Rights and Freethe most mature adults have dom Committee, Security,
these petty personality con-. dining hall sanitary condiflicts and have the same trou- tions, and upgrading of the·
bles as we do. We.are only food service-Student Servihuman!:
ces Committee.
Might I remind you. Mr.
Donoghue. that .these issues
are being addressed and if
you think· they should be

The Comment invites members of the BSC community to use
this space for a forum for their ideas, comments, and personal
views. Letters should be typed and must be signed. All submissions must be made before noon on Monday.

-co~~::~d:::.::_".~~--::::.~: CCC«•
Deadltnes T~;~~t~Y=

.The .co·mment

Entertainment
News
Monday:
Features •
Advertisements
Wednesday
Personals
Late News
Classifieds
Emergency Bulletin
Announcements
Cartoons
Letters to the Editor Graphics

(Established 1928)
Editor-in•Chtef
Gregory C. Mathis
Managing E.ditor ·
Nancy L. DuPont

Spring 1984 Publ.ioation Schedule
All of..the following dates are Thursdays and
are subject to change.
Feb 16, Mar 11 8, 29, Apr5, 12, 26, May3, 10

Completed at 6:3 l a.m.

News
Editor
Kimberly Murphy

The ,Comment

Features
Editor
Debbie Santheson

is a stu(le_nt supported and .oper-

Entertainment
ated wee~ly newspaper s:er;ving the academic
community of Bridgewater State College. f:ditorCo-Editors
ial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in
•\ John Beaton
Consultation with th.e EditorTal Board. Re.
..
.
.
' ' .
·Matt Peter Donogli4e
p~blication of all material herein is prohibited
w.1thout the expressed written permission of the
Staff·
Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted become
Robert Flynn, David Leo
the property of The Comment Letters to.the Edi- ·
Jeff Linehan, Mark Pimenta tor are encouraged but may be limited to 250.
Bob Smith, James Magner, ~ords or les.s and m{Jst be typed. Letters, classi,.'

Staff

Bill Brassil, Paul Foster,
Beth Ward, Meg Snow
David. Carreiro Sports
Editor
Joe Gouveia
· taff

Mike Storey,
Douglas Benson
Contributing Writers:
John Marciano, Kevin Roberts
Laura Donahue··

Staff

Edward Huntress
Christine Hallow·
Michael Ricciardi.
Production
,
Production Assistant" :
Donna Schofield
Distribution Manager :.
David Cormier
1

•

Office and Management
Business Manager
Stuart E. Gardner
Advertising Manager
Roberta Bena

Contributing Photographers:
Editor: Ed Donahue Staff: Chris Harwood,
Elizabeth N~rton, E.d Santilli

f1.ed advertis~mer:its 'and all otheTi,written materials are sub1ect to condensa.tion. Advertising
rates. are available upon request. Any person
wishing .to join .The Comment should contact
either the Editor-iri-Chief or the Managing Editor. All correspondence shoul.d be addressed to
The Comment, Student Onion Building, Bridgewater. State .College; Bridgewater, MA 02324.
Telephon(:'l: (617)6~H,.1200, ext. 2158.

fAeetings are held each Tuesday at 11 :00 i
The Co~me!"!t office.
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· StraightFrom·~
.Th e Sh oe ... _., _
_·=}

There once was a Vice- seems you're brushing up on
Preside.nt who pounded the the acting too. Secretaries
Shoe, who fought with Presi- and Presidents never ever
dent Dobson when he tried to agree! Oscar Nomination,
telt him wh-at to do. "Paul, perhaps?
you're out of order!"
Let's get serious for a
At last Tuesday's meeting, moment. 'Positive accompit was evident to all who were · lishments include a $500.00
present that our SGA allocation for Barbershop
dyna.mic duo have suffer~d singers and a commentator
irreconcHable differences. as a part of Black History
The political twosome whose Month at SSC. A resolution
match seemed to be created was passed supporting
in Heaven now is heading tq Treasurer Meneses' new
Divorce Court. ~t is evident SGA office proposal which
that they have caught the dis- win be sent .to the Student
ease they claim everyone Union. Boar9 of Governors.
efse of having ... (another dis- - ~lso, four sen~tors will be
ease. running rampant in the sent to speak at the Dorm
SGA lately) ... "Personalitus Council's Leadership WeeConflictorius.". Should funds k~nd, the week of Feb 17-18.
be raised to open a clinic?
It's good to see the SGA
It seems· that the SGA move in a positive direction
Secretary has adopted a new for a change.
way to take a roll calr vqte. It
Give me a 3! Give me a 9!
is fashioned after the popular Give me another 3! Give me a
7 Dwarfs song called "Wh is- double O! What do you get?
tie While You Work." Xena, · $393.00 for the Basketball
what's next? Hollywood?? It Cheerleader_s! Yeaaaat!·

Here's the scene:
C-leaders: Pfease Mr. Silt
Collector don't take our
sweaters, it's so cold in the
Gym!
B-Coll: But, I must have
.the money, I've waited
through two fundraisers
already!
CL: Please give us
another extension, we'll do
another funE:lraiser!
BC: You don't have any...
thing left to selll Get the
money or it will be a chilly day
in the Gym.
_
CL: Walt! We'll gotheSGA
Bank of Bridgewater! They
wiU help us! They help
everybpdy!
On a more serious note, the
SGA completely endorsed
this allocationl Three cheers
for the SGA!!
Resignationitis has struck
The SGA again! Last week it
was Christine Quinn but we
thought that Anne-Marie
Jarry who was in serious but
stable condition-· could be
saved; but to no avail. She
was pronounced resigned on
arrival Tuesday Night. We
were sorr){ to see her resignation accepted ..
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Announcements
E.L.S.
English as a Second Language tutorial sessions are being
offered on Monday and Tuesday nights 5:30 - 8:30 in the
second _floor conference room in Boyden Hall.
This service is available to students of all levels of English
proficiency.
For more information, contact Mr. Hartel or Ms. Mcinnis at
Ext. 1277.
New Orleans .
Mandatory meeting· for all interested in going on the New
Orleans trip during Spring Break on Thursday, Feb. 16 at 11
a.m. in the Student Organizations Room 3rd floor S.U. across
from the S.G.A.
·
Washington D.C.
The B.S.C. Law Club is offering a trip to Washington D.C.
during the first week ot Spring Break! Tours of the.Smithsonian Institute and possibly the White House wili be on the
agenda. Cost is miriimar ·and open to all who wish to attend.
· For further information call Conn McFarland at 697-4192 or
attend the Law Club meeting every Tuesday at.11:00 in L-340.

, Attention Student Organlzattons
In recent weeks, several students have asked to bring their
own coffee into the Student Union to be served during.meetings and other activities. These students stated that the cost
for coffee service in Student Union meeting rooms was exorbitant and was not being accepted as a budget item by funding
organizations. The Coll~ge signs a contract with Custom
Management Corporation stating that Custom will be the sole
Author's note: For more info provider of food and beverages on the campus.
on Straight From The Shoe, To alleviate this situation, Don Tingo, the Student Union
see the Editorial page.
· Food Service Manager, has agreed to reduce the cost of coffee
service by 25 percent for student groups if the sponsor picks
up and returns the materials and cleans the area satisfactorily.
(As always, the room must be reserv,ed first).
If you wish to take advantage of this price reduction, contact
the food service company and request the 25 percent
discount.

This Week .in PIR G
By Bonnie B.owden
Voter Registration Conference This Weekend

of toxic matter illegally. The
people were angered and
frightened .by. the rising
number of ·youngsters who
developed cancer, indirectly

Choral Society
BSC and state PIRG offices
for students and others to · The Choral Society waiU hold a coffee house on Feb. 22
review. One of PfRG's most from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. in the S.U. Dining Room. Admi~sion is
important highlights thus far free!
has been that they have

I

' ,·

sponsbringtheNational Studer.it Conference on Voter
Registration to be held at
Harvard University. The weekend will be filled with Workshops and seminars that will
concentrate on techniques
and· seminars designed to get
people to vote~
SSC PIRG, along with
representatives from the Law
Club, Political Science Club,
Disabled Students Organization, Phi Pi Delta, The Comment, and the Student
Government _Association,
will be attending the conference. Anyone else· who is
interested in attending this
important event c_an contact
the BSC PrRG office for rnore
details. Studen~ Jeaders from
across ·the nation wm be· at
this conference. Atl thepresi-. ·
dential candidates have been
invited to speak.
PIRG to Continue the Battle
Against Hazardous Waste
Hazardous waste .is one of
the most serious environmental problems the United
States must face. Too many
, years of secret waste dump-.
ings and improper disposals
~of toxic matters have created
many landfills which have
turned into potentially harmful, areas.
In Bridgewater, and the
surrounding. communities,
there are approximately
twenty toxic waste dumping
grounds. The BairdMacGuire Company in Holbrook received national
attention last year whe~
·angry residents pressured
the govern.ment to close the
·chemical plan after it was discovered they were disposing

•' .. ,' ,; ·.. ,\ ·.··'" .,·' ·:'· . ·. ;;·.:«1'.:-':1 .•,,'/'/. ·. ~'""'.-

doubfed as their 'pray area> ' mrt
' an w.
Investigating hazardous flack from anyone.
waste is ·a major project for - Mik;e. Hall believes . this
. MASS Pl RG this year, but as involvement and serious attiBridgewater, Ma.ss.
B.SC project Chair Mike Hall tude is a crucial factor
points out, it is not an easy towards e.ducating fellow
one, as it requires much stu;dents and citizens.
determination, patience and Apathy is a dangerous thing
time..
but the youth and energy of
"For years these compan- PIRG is working towards eliies have been taking on more minationg this blase feeling
than they can chew," Mike towards some of the pressing
Plants, Silk flower
said. "They have just been problems of the day.
dumping things without even
"You never hear much
arrangements, Fresh flowers
taking into account what the debate about the serious
for all occasions
results would be. Subse- problems we all face, such as
697 -7777.
quently, much damage has presidential elections orconbeen done and itwmcost mil- servation policies," Mike said"
'lions to c~ean it all up."
· emphatically .. *With all their
With the.· recent.·· goverll~.·.· ef}ergy· students· shouter. be
· ment scan~als ()f mo.ni~' for · P.a~ing a bett~r way f?.r: the
cle~n.... µM...Q~if19 mi·sa1RP~~R:*··1~u1~rt«:t .qutJn~~ead t~~y-~tand
riated. much . actibn t:t•s::~~~n;,ll1U~~tP th~t:tt:(T;lbUO'gs,qft~.
stalled for the pres:ent'. It Js ·pr~sent.'' ·. >" · · :
.
·
the job of MASS PIRG and
other citizen and environ. ·People· Ir' PIRG
mental groups to help keep
the issue alive cin'd to keep
During the past few weeks,
f want to take this time to · at the next meeting; As many
pressuring the Environmen- PIRG has been vigorous~y .
ta~ Protection Agency. ·
recruiting new ·members. As· thank Dr. Avery and. Kathy- people- have. noti<?ep, our
Mike expfained that many Recruitment leader, April . leen Fletcher tor their Jnter- spring dance wa~ scratched'
esting presentations last off the bulletin board and
times a site wm not be l<ane has tatked to a large
cleaned thoroughly because majority
SSC students ,,Tuesday and Wednesday. f marked cancefled. If you feel
hope to be able to schedule you . still want the ·spring
directedto about the virtues of being a
the money will
talks, such as these, next dancewewlllneedacommitanother site in need ofurgent PIRGer. She has spent endsemester.
.
tee to handle the preparadeaning.
.
·less hours talking to classes,
For those of you that didn't tions. If you are interested
"PIRG is trying to make on the phone and chatting to
see last week's OASIS Notes, and want to work on this
sure Bridgewater gets students all over the campus,
there will be a meeting Tues- .committee, please contact
cleaned fully inste?id of. just a spreading the MASS PIRG
day, February 21 and Wed- me at 947~6298. Also our
brief job," he said. "If it is not word.
nesday, February 22 between newsletter is being .handted
cleaned 100%, there can still
Being ·a fiercely . .active
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. in the by our secretary Cathy Nel-:.
be dangerous toxic material PIRG member is nothing new
Green Room. This will be a son and she will need help
present."
to April. Last semester she
workshop conducted by addressing and mailing it It
·Finishing the job is also a worked on the used' car
Mariann Lorray 9ealing with you can give her a little ·Of
PIRG goal. Thts semester investigation research group,
time management, reading your time please contact me
they will continue to monitor whose report will be·coming
skills, note taking and study at the .above number.
and conduct research · oh out very soon, She has been
skills.
- A note to this semesters ;
such dumping grounds like very involved in working with
BridgeWater?s Canon Corpo- the -Boston office of PIRG
The T-shirt/Sweatshirt newcomers, if you are 25
order was mailed on Febru- yeats of age or older., you
ration. A report on last fall's both a~ a State Board Reoreactivity is in the finarstage
a.ry 1.st'I a:ls.o. haveaprice for . -may atte,nd . anY,- O~S.lp
and will be submitted to both continued bn·p.12 ...... ~ ....'. .. ,:":...• ·. club pins tharwe will discuss function.
,

For Your Valentine!.
Roses- $3.50 each
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Entertainment
''It Was·20 Years Ago Today ... "
By Pamela Mitchell
What comes to mind when
you· hear or see the word
"Beatie"? If you couldn't see
the odd spelling, wouid you
think of the insect, or do you
immediately envision long
hair, stylish 'Cardigan
jackets, and the exuberant
"yeah, yeah,. yeahing" of the
quartet of British musicians
who came to be known affec'!.
tionately as the "Fab Fdur"? If
such is the case, you are by
no means alone. There was a
time, not so long ago, when
the mere mention of the word
"beetle" in any form or spelling was instantly associated
with four bright talents who
imparted their music as if
they were born to· it. They
were the Beatles.
Th is week markslhe 20th
a_nniversary of. the Beatles'
arrival in America, and the
effects of this landmark event
are still being felt. On that
overcast and dreary- day
when John Lennon, Paul
McCartney, George Harri- ·
son, and Ringo Starr stepped
from the plane that had carried them from the mother
country to New York's
Kennedy Airport, whatbegan
was a love affair between

about three years, nut the
belief that this group, these
Beatles, had the power to
somehow, give the long
sought-after answer to the
proverbial question only
grew. The reason was (and
is) simple: in some tangible
way, the Beatles were always
able to strike a responsive
chord in their listeners with
the revelation of a single lyric
or melody.
For example, the line in
"Strawberry Fields Forever",
where John sings, "H's getting hard to be someone but it
all works ·out". always serves

boundless possibilities of
lite. A wave of frenzied adulation was thereby touched off
that was somehow symbolic
of the void in many individual
lives which ached to be filled.
Emily Dickinson once
wrote that "hope is a thing
with feathers that perches'
the soul.n The Beatles set that
hope soaring to new heights,
because as human beings we
cling to anything and everything thatotters someth,ing
better than present reality.
The hysteria of "Beatlema,;.
nia" (as it was dubbed by the
British press way back~- in .
.October ot 1965) lasted for

to affect many people (myself
included) very deeply, especially in t.he alienating confines of today's society. The
Beatles knew how we felt,
because they felt that way
too. They articulated and
developed our vague hopes,
drepms, fears, and joys so as
to make them shared.
Another Beatles song
which is thematically universal is "Penny Lane". Written
in 1967, this whimsical pastiche of childhood memories
wa·s penned by Paul and
inspired by a Uverpool street
near where the'< Beatles grew

in

The music keeps pouring
in faster than I can keep up
with it. These re'Cords I review
are the newestthatWBIM has
received. J'd like to say thank.you to Scott Farren and
Murry Hainline, the Music
Directors of WBIM, for their
great efforts that keep the
music rolling in .. This week I
will . look at eight new
releases.
It's been while since The
Jim Carroll Band has been
heard from, so ·you would
expect their new album, I
Write Your Name, to .be
something special: I wouldn't
call .this LP special, bl.Jt I
would call it very good. and
Jim Carroll fans should really
enjoy it. In ''(No More) Luxuries" he warns us of the American 'fast life' and how it leads
to poverty. "Voices" bears a
close resem bl a nee to his past
hit "People Who Died". The
slower songs, "Hold Back the

a

The Beatles: Ringo, Paul, John,-and George.

Courtesy Capitol Records

up. The music is wonderfully
comples and melodic, while
the lyrics are simp.ly enchanting. Really listen to this song,
and see if you don't see what I
mean when I say that it
evokes that inevitable habit
, we all have of looking back
on our childhoods through
the rosy mist of nostalgia.
You don't tiave to see Penny
Lane in person to see it in the·
mind's eye. It is a childhood
utopia, and we have all been
there.
Moreover, the Beatles
exuded joy, love, and idealism. They truly believed, and
they made millions more
believe, that anything was
possible and youth was everlasting. It was a heady
thought, They would sing,
"Love, love, love ... all you
need is love" and we'd believe
it, overwhelmed by the hypnotic sway of such a simple
message. Looking back on it
now, it all seems so incredibly n~ive and innocent-the beliefs of a child whose
ideals have not yet been
drowned in a sea of cynicism.
For people like me, who
were babies in 1964, the Beatles have always been there
as a given fact of life. They've
been around for 20 years, and

ciate the· Beatles back then,
but my memory tucked them
away for me for safe
keeping~-for that inevitable day when the spell of my
dormancy would be broken
and I would pull them out and
dust them off to look- and
listen- to them with a new
joyful awareness. Little did
my mother know what she
was starting when she
brought the first Beatles
album ("Yesterday and
Today") into the· house as a
Christmas gift for my brother
in 1966. As it turned out, it
was sheer blind luck that
Mum picked such a.winner,
as my poor sister got saddled
with "The Best of '66", a lesstha n-m em o rab le contribution to the annal~ of music.
My brother us•:;,d to play
Beatles music so incessantly
(B:t least it seemed that way to
me) that I honestly thought
that everything I ever heard
was by them. Such was their
influence at my ~ouse.
So now it has been 20 years
since the Beatles reached our
shores, and 15 years since
they disbanded. Their dissolution was more than the
breaking up of a rock band; it
was a sad testimonial to the
fact that even the grec:ltest~of

s 1
remem er my Beatleby the cold, Hard rea 1ty 6
f i 11 ed childhood, whose· time. The "Fab Four" have
soundtrack was a rush of long gone their separate
Beatie albums which were ways an·d my older brother
has moved on to other interblasted from my older brother's stereo--the one with
ests. I suppose it will eventuthe balky turntable\ that ally be my turn to do so as .
would always make you" wait well, but not yet.
before it would let you hear
As a final note, why not do
"Sergeant· Pepper's" Lonely yourselves a favor and sit
dowo and listen to a Beatles
Hearts Club Band" at the
proper speed.
album? Better yet, listen to
Day after day the melodic two or three. If you don't have
thump of McCartney's any, borrow them from a
H off n e r bass t h u d d e d
friend. As the Beatles sang in
through Jhe ho.use, even as the song "Nowhere Man":
the thOLightful lyrics per- "you don't know what you're
meated my pre-pubescent missing".
brain. I didn't really appre-

MUSIC i'84

see ·that Chic is back with a;,
. new album entitled Believer.
This. collection of flawl~ssly
produced dance material is
the great work of Nile Rogers
Dream" and "Dance the dance of words like:· death, orchestrated heavy metal and Bernar·d Edwards. "You
Night Away", are highlights black, knife, and kill: This with · each song beginning are Beautiful" has a real
and represent CarroWs record. firmly establishes with a light and peaceful feel- funky mix that springs to fife
superb. song writing ability. Motley Crue as the. heavy ing that slowly falls into des- with Rogers' guitar and it
"Freddy's Store", an Iggy Pop metal.band of. the 80's.
pair and darkness. "Fever in clearly stands alone as the
sound-alike, and "B'lack
Ted .Nugent's new LP the City" starts with a touch best melody on the album.
Romance", which sounds Penetrator is surely penetrat- of acoustic.guitar and piano This ·record has been put
like death warmed over, are ing. Nugentis musically use-· but ·eventually the fever, through the strainer to
real rockers: This record is less. If. you've heard one represented by a powerful remove all the impurities but
Jim Carroll proud and true.'
Nugent song you've heard electric. guitar, invades the for some strange reasons it
If h.eavy metal is what you them all. Hi·s guitar playing is serenity. I· can't decide fa11s·short ofthe*rinish line. ·
Ye!lo's new· EP on Elektra
crave, then Motley Crue is for like recorded messages on whether this album is worth
you. Shout at the Dev/I, on the telephone; alwliys the buying or not, so l suggest records contains remixed
Elektra records, is best des- lame and real.annoying. l"m flipping a ·coin. .
and .extended versions of
cribed through the lyrics of · sorry to upset you Nugent
ShrapAel; a new band from . foµ.r previously released
uKnock 'em Dead, Kid"whe.n fans, who will buy the record New York; should look to the songs. The exper,imental
Vince ·Neil screams "I'm no matter what, but this guy future. Their first attempt on tone and unique arrangeback/And I'm coming your should· take a course in Elektra records contains limp ment of songs like "Bostich"
way/Well now l'rn super.... creati.vity. _
. rock 'n' roll that reminds me and "Pumping Velvet"· give
Some say you shouldn't of· The Stompers, yet it's this album a sharp edge .. The
?harged/Might just ex:plode
in your face." It is full of devil· judge a record by its. cover worse. They are young mood of "Lost ~gain" left m(:)
worship and even has back- butThe Plague by Demon is though, so their song "Hope lost and sent my mind danc:ward. messages. The lyrics an exception. The drawing for us All" could one 1day · ing. In raw form, this album is
present the true heavy metal on the cover is intriguing and prove to be true for this band., comprised of synthetic new
mentafity with an overabun- so is the .music inside. It is
. Turning to the dance floor f
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· THE DARK (I tot): Bob Familiar, keyboard; Jace Wilson, lead vocals; Matt Gruenberg, bass guitar; Roger Greenwalt, guitar;
_ __:_in the Rat last Saturday night.

Photos: Matt. Peter Donoghue

The-Dark Lights Up The Rat!
clubs of the inner city for
ent than they appear on the It sort of keeps them in the
three years, has changed
records. "More Fun," off the dark.
.
new EP, is a slow yet ~unky
I had a great time. and from
The Student Union Raths- their musical image considkellar always fills to capacity erably. Bassist Matt Gruensong,. but when they did it what I could gather, at least
Safurday night, it seemed to from those individuals who
whenever a band. takes to its berg, whom I had a chance to
stage-and last Saturday talk with after the show, told
bound forth with a new were payihg ~ttention, the
night was no exception. me they've altered their forenergy.
crowd seemed to enjoy it,
Every social butterfly and mula from one that was fasf
. Looking at the physical "'too.
famous beer-drinkerfrom the and complicated to one that ~· side of the band, it was easy ·
SSC student community was is more acceptable and
to see that 'these guys didn't
on hand for this one. Talking·· crowd-oriented. This change
go to Bridgewater. Lea(f
to a few of these prestigious was evident throughout their
vocalist Jace Wilsonand his
superb· tuft of blonde hair,
individuals, I found that most performance. ·

By James Magner

of them didn't even know the

Just after 10 P .M., The Dark

en

ev n lJa" IY a: einpffo
er~ . tfie'evening:·· .
.
tain the·m. The only reason I upon the gathered mass of
entered this thriving metro- Saturday night warriors.
polis of intellectuals was to After a two song appraisal,
see through The Dark;
myself and the voracious
- Three cheers for the Enter- Miss Wilson, along with manytainment sub-Committee of others. swarmed to the dance
the Program Committee for floor. There was· no other
putting a real band in the Rat. place to be during this nonWithout ·duplicating songs stop barrage of swollen
from the vast Top-40 waste- dance tunes.
land, The Dark steadily
A large majority ·of The
advanced through two stout Dark's repertoire for the
sets of morose material. evening, came from their new
Good or · bad, this band EP, Don't Feed the Fashion
offered something that was Sharks and their last EP, ·
both original and different.
Darkworld. The sound and
This Boston-based band, ·tempo of the songs when perwhich has been playing'. in the formed are remarkaqly differ-

stood

trance-like

with

T

his

Greenawa:n, who
crayoned faces between sets,
acted as the h.ost. Bob Familiar, who played the Moeg·
organ, looked like a J.C.
Penny clad Elvis Costello.
Enjoying himself tho(oughly
was bass player Matt Gruen- ·
berg, while Clark Goodpast6r pounded away on the
drums.
.
The Dark is not your average run-of-the-mill band.
There is a certain stoic persona about them that sets
them apartfroni other bands.
This persona seems to separa.te them 1rom the audience.

Another view of The Dark

Eleph·ant• M.an,·. iPresented.
-

Merrick (the Elephant Man) THE EXHIBITION, Scenes
and his physician/benefacfrom the Life of the Elephant
tor, Dr. Frederick Treves. It
Man, A One-Act Play by Thofollows the progression of
mas Gibbons. With Bill Kadra
the Elephant Man's life from
and Karl Wiedergott. Staged
·by Or. Stephen Levine. At ~ his beginnings in a freak
show, to his existence as the
The Library Lecture Hall,
"pet of the nobility" in a LonB.S.C. Maxwell Library, presdon Hospital.
':ented by Messrs. Kadra, WieThe show excelled techni. dergott and Levine. Final
cally under the direction of
Performances, Thursday,
Dr. Stephen Levine. Levine's
February 9, 1984at11 :00 a.m.
setting, lighting, use of back-.
and 7:30 p.m. ground music and .superb
staging provided the perfect
By· Scott Esau
backdrop for the performances of Karl Wiedergott (the
. Last Tuesday night, this
Elephant Man) and Bill Kadra
reviewer had the pleasure of
(Dr. Treves). Dr. Levine's
watching a very well thought
stage was well-balanced with
out and executed drama
a setting that constantly drew
entitled- "The Exhibition:
Scenes from the Life of the · the audience into the show.
- Elephant Man" in the Library His use of angles foqused.the
Lecture Hall. It is a one-act viewers' eyes to the action
play which dea.ls very poeti- onstage and he skillfully
played one image againstthe
cally ~ith the life of John

other to create a -tension that
relayed the Elephant ,Man's
twisted anguish. Dr. Levine is
a true master of his craft.
The players in "The Exhibition .... " are Karl Wiedergott
and Bill Kadra, and Dr. Levine
has managed them deftly to
convey the messag.e he
wished them to get across.
Karl was, simply put, superb.
From his first appearance,
scantily clad in a loin cloth,
standing Christ-like under
dark lights, to ·his metamorphosis into the Elephant
Man, Karl was convincing. He
slowly contorted his body
and with· great restraint, kept
his body in symbolic malfor,.
niation for the rest of the
show. One of the great
achfevements of Mr. Wiederi·
gott's was his clarity of voice.
He conveyed the sense of
loneliness·, frustration, and

pain that John Merrick must
have lived with .. Above aH,
Karl gave the pervasive air of
dignity that Merrick was
known to have had;
Opposite Karl was Bill Kadra's Dr. Treves. Bill had a
.more demanding . role in
some respects because he
constantly had to effect age
changes. The play is a series
of flashbacks and Kadra carried it off fairly well. He. was
effective in his portrayal as
the young arrogant Dr.
Treves, but somewhat lacking in -his ability to play ·an
elder Treves. It seemed
apparent that Bilr was not
only reading lines from~ his
books (conveniently placed
on a table beside him), but
'that he was also studying his
lin_es while Karl was giving a
. monol-ogue. O
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Entertainment
BOB SMITH'S
TRIVIA
CONTEST
TESTER 12 & 13

. ...--------·-----,

r-------------~ ~

BOB SMITH'S TRIVIA. TESTER will feature two quizzes this week due to the fact that one
was not publlsh(ld In last week's Issue. The Entertainment Editors apologize profusely for
any confusion, lncon~enlence or strife the omission may have caused.
J.B./M.P.D.

i

RULES
1. Prizes for solving trivia. questions are two movie tickets to each winner which are good
at General Cinema Theatres. .
·
.
.
2. AJJ ·entries must be received at the Comment office by noon on the Wednesday
following the issue date. Only one entry ·per contestant. Comment employees are·
inelegibfe.
,
3. Theie ca[l only be two winners a week, that's all we can afford, so when there are more
than two winners we'll have a lottery.
·
4. Contest only open to· Bridgewater State College Students, faculty and Alumni. All
· entries are to be suf;Jmitted to the Comment Secretary between (he hoursot 9a.m. to
2p.m. A valid l.D. must be approved by the secretary. The entry should include the
answers, your name, address and telephone number.
5. ·winners wi!J be notified in the next issue ofThe Comment.
6. Not all questions need to be answered in order to enter the contest and winners will be
indicated by the number of correct answers. It is possible to only gefone·question right
and still win unless, of course, someone else does better.

I

Keep your eyes open

I

I Scouting Report from clubland

I

I
I
I
I by Robert Flynn
I
I
I Before I get started this week I thought I'd say $f"'~ething'I ,

Iabout
the twentieth anniversary of the "birth" of Th~ Beatles, J
seeing as
is. I don't care if I ever hear ano.theq
ev~ryone ~lse
1
I Beatie song m my life. It's al I pretty dated, don't yo·u think? I
I Can you listen to Penny Lane without laughing at the silli-1
lness? (~t least, inside?) Perhaps the only good thing about I

(The Beatles is you already know all the words. ·

I

.

1
1

Thursday the 9th
:
III hub.Theof the
Channel, 25 Necco St., Boston, 451-1905 - The central I
rap scene today, Grandmaster Flash and the Fur· 1

f lous Five, on the wave of their recent hit, White Lines (don't do I
I It), a really stupid/great anti-drug song, will perform two I
I shows. t~night.. The first show is an al!-ages gig at.5:30 (for all
1. What is th~ number 9.f bones in the human body?
I you minors with a second, regular 1. at 9:00:. With the local .·.
~~·--~~~~~~~wm~~rfm=l~~~"""'~~~~~~lfmftla'!Wfif'""~MW~f!lll~·u····~·n·u·lftM··--···--·.....
- •...._.lllllllillillJlllllllllil_._..............
CONTEST NUMBER: TWELVE:

series. Bewitched?

3. What is the nickname of Xaviera Hollander? (Also used as the title of her best selling
autobiography}.
·
4. What was the name of Ebenezer Scrooge's dead partner in Charles Dickens' A
Christmas Carol? (His ghost haunts Scrooge with clinking chains and other weird
sounds. He died Christm.as Eve)~ ..
,
· ·

5. What do the i.nittal? 0.J. standfor in .0.J. Simpson's name? (Not Orange Juice).

AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER TEN ARE:
Donna Procopio and .Gregory Ball
,
There,. were 18 ent[ies· submitted forthe Christmas issue and al I 18 had the correct
answers. Congratulations to the winners.
·
The answers to contest number ten are:
1. Capulet.
2.' Bob Eubanks.
·3 •. Thimble, boot, dog, horse, iro_n, and wheelbarrow:
4. Grand "Ole" P~rty:
/.
5. 88 keys.
THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER ELEVEN ARE:
.. Bally Hampton and Richard Teague
There were 9 entri.es last week only two had the correct answers. Congratulations to
the winn·ers.
The answers to contest number eleven are:
1. Delaware.
2: Colony, bed.

3 .. Tin .. :
4. Napoleon.
5. 1he Munsters.
CONTEST NUMBER THl.RTEEN:

1. Whatwere the names of Dave Seville's Chipmunks? (There were three of them.)
2. Bonnie and Qlyde were famous for their gun-slinging and bank robbing adventure:;.
What was Bonnie's last name? What was Clyde's last name?
3. What is the distance in feet between stakes in horseshoes?
4. What was Columbo's firstname? (Played by Peter Falk in the TV.series "Columbo .)
5.. Who is considered .theuFather of Medicine"? (Greek physician of 4th and 5th ·century
B.C.)
.

I
I

Friday the 10th

1
I
.
I
I Scotch n' Sounds, Westgate Mall Brockton, Here's a local I
I treat, kids! Tll Tuesday, perhaps one of Boston's better known ~

I 1ocal bands thanks to write-ups in the local press .(even the 1
I Herald). They have a tight, but light dance sound - Y.ou m.ay 1
rememqer Love In 8 Vacuum from last rear o~ the radio. With I

II

Dlgney Fignus, another band on the nse.
·
I
I
I
1
Saturday the 11th
I
I
.
.
I
I Chet's Last Call, Causeway St., Boston! 523-9!60- Bo_sto_n's
I premier hardcore act, The Proletariat, 1s pla}:'mg the1~ first I
leoston gig' in what at least seems like a long time. Their last I

I

aatbum, Soma Holiday, partially fills the hole left ·in the lo~al I
1mus'ic scene by the late great Mission of Burma, with its I
texperimental sounds ·and abstract political lyrics. Sounding at
hi mes like method hardcore, The Prolet'9riat have space left for
loriginal expression. Listen for Embraced and Decorations
lwit~ Sor~.
·

I

1·

.

.

.

.

. ,.

Symphony Hall, Boston, 266-1492- Here's s6m~thing to tell
1the kids about. Ttiese top composers of 0 serious" jazz have
I made several debut albums, even though each is a success in
I his own right. Pianist Chick Corea and Vibes expert Gary
·fBurton play quiet jazz for a different kind of·~vening. $10 -

,_$..:!.~5.2.!!1.S?~~----------------------_J,

Music '84
from page 4 ............................... .
wave dance cuts that arf3 a
delicacy to the ears;
· , Have you ever been Soul
Mining? T.his experience can
only occur if you listen to The
,, the, which is really one man
by the name of Matt Johnson.
I think this man and the music
he creates is phenomenaL
The root of these recordings
is the digital yet crisp and
piercing percussion tracks.
Blooming above are a variety
of· instrumental tracks of an
ar\gelic nature. The reson~rit
vocals. have a massagmg
affect while providing a soothing escape from reality: ·
1

continued
The composition and lyrics
of songs .like "Unc·ertain
Smile", "I've Been Waiting for
Tomorrow (All 'of My Life)"
and "This is the 1 Day" ele-·
gantry display the craftmanship of The the: This album
deserves the' gold ribbon for
excellence. ·
.
. I've rarely been excited ·
about upcoming events here
atBridgewater but I hear that
this· spring the .legendary
Count Basie· will perform in
the auditorium. This 80 year
old bluesma'n has been dazzling· audiencesrfor years--:..
this is one' performance not
to be r:nissE:L
·' · ·
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Wanted: Someone to Build
A Better World
The Council on lnterna~
tional Educational Exchange
(CIEE), the largest student
travel organization in the
U.S., is offering young people the opportunity to work
overseas this summer as
volunteers on service projects aimed at helping local
communities. Free room and
board help to keep participation costs minimal.
"It met and surpassed all
my expectations," was the
reaction of one participant in
last year's program.
Although work camps have
been operating in many parts
of the world for more than 30
years, they are still a relatively new concept in the United States. They attract
young people from all over
the world, providing them
with the chance to live and
work together on a wide
range of projects.
"We had no plumbing or
electricity and slept in a barn,
but I think that made us better
as a group because we really
had to work together and
help each other.'' reported a
volunteer who helped convert an old barn into a community room (Denmark).
Other projects included
clearing an avalanche on the
side of a mountain (Switzer-

I and) ; pert or mi n g farm
chores at an anti-drug camp
(Sweden); and housecleaning at the Technical Institute
at Gdansk (Poland).
Except for a modest program fee of $100, there is no
cost other than the airfare and even that expense may
be reduced by special student and youth fares avai Iable through the Council.
Work camps, usually two,
three or four weeks in duration, areavailablein Belgium,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany,
The Netherlands, Norway,

For more information on
the program, write or phone:
CIEE, PR-WC, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10017,
(212) 661-1414; or 312 Sutter
Street, San. Francisco, CA
94108, (415) 421-3473.

THE INFORMATION/GENERAL INTEREST
TALK PROGRAM OF RADIO ST ATION

WBIM
Host:

Sean Sullivan

Producer:

. Co-Engineer:

Mark Smith

SUMMER JO

Ed Miller

The Newstand will broadcast every other Thursday .

paying jobs available to students and

includes complete housing info· and.
job application forms. Summer 1984
Directory ready now. For copy send
$3.00 (includes 1st Class Postage and
handling)_ to:

m
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Beachcomber Tours
·presents
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For Sale: 1970 Oldsmobile
Delta 88. Good Reliable
Car!. Many new parts, needs
some work. Call Diane 238-

3582.
For Sale: Kenwood 45 Watt
per channel stereo reciever$100. Pioneer 3 way speaker
system, 1 yearold-$130pair.
·Cal I Dave at 326-4614.
For Sale: Realistic· High
Power Auto StereoCassette
Player with auto eject. Never
used. For under das-h. Asking · $45. Cal I 871-1264
between 5-1 O p.m.
For Sale: Electric Guitar,
Memphis LesPaul imitation,
two double humbucking
pickups. Three way selector
switch, good sound and
action. $150 or best offer.
Call Gary at 697-5434.

IFor Sale: 10 speed Raleigh
·bike. Boy's 27" frame. Call
697-7909 early or late.
For sale: Cleveland saxophone. Excellent condition:
new pads, excellent case,
·neckstrap and reeds. $275 or
best offer. See Sue Timinski
at the Hill room 216.
Roommate needed: Female
nonsmoker, Brockton apartment, $45 per week, 25 minutes from· college. Please
contact Krissi Keenan at
584-3824.
.
For Sale: 1973 VW Super
Beetle, Good Condition,
$900 or best offer. Call 5802730 before 5:00 p.m., 9475867 after 6:00 p.m.
For Rent: Single room, private bath, female preferred,
1non-smoker, 1112 miles from
campus. $35 per wk.

For Sale: KRACO car stereo
with cassette player in good
lost: Large silver bracelet.
condition. $20 takes it. Call
· Lost somewhere in the BurGary at 697-5434.
nell Building. Bracelet has
Room available: 1 mile from
sentimental value. If found,
school, to. live with small
please contact Pam at 697family. Private facilities,
7666. (if possible, call· during
quiet environment Call
the evening up till 11 :00 p. m.
David Moore at697-4973 for
Lost: Car keys with uMuscles
more info.
Man" key chain. Call 597..
For Sale: Classical . nylon
5399 or 295-4122. Ask tor
string guitar, with case.
Myrna Amado.
Good condition 1 nice sound.
$50 or best offer. Call 295-

wanliiit: :Female

.---------------------------------------------------------·
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to share on.,;campus apart-

CAPE <;OD SUMMER JOB BUREAU

c.·

1984.

THE NEWST AND

Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard, and
Nantucket have thousands of good

Box 594, Room 102
Barnstable, MA 02630_

Poland, Spain, Sweden and
Swi_tzerland. A knowledge of
German is hei pful for placements in Germany; language
requirements apply in France
and Spain. Volunteers must
be at least 18 years old
(except in Germany, which
accepts 16-year-olds). Application deadline is May 1,

7

The ·comment

ment with 3 other females.
Two bedroom, kitchenliving · room, and bath. $35
per week. Par~ing for car.
Contact Pat Holmes at 3783591. Best location on
campus!
For Sale: Four Cragar Rims
14" by 6". $100. Two Keysto~e Klassic Deep Dish Rims
14", $75. Concord 10-speed,
$40. Call 767-3616 anytime.

ege.;irt.d ce~s ne~''.·,O ··.·.·. ,·1,;
:busines:;; Snare. th'e:rehtlill;~r. ·
cost with the pilot.Surpris.;;
ingfy inexpensive. Call Tony
at 697-4846.
Need ·a babysitter? Some
weeknights, weekend days
and/or nights. If out of walking distance from the college, will need a ride. For
more information, leave ·
your name and number for
Donn~ at The ·Comment
office.

, JET TOUR

$279°0 *

Maren 10-17 or March 17-24

ct11s00 ~·

.for that Special
Someone!

Mar~ 9--18 or March 16-25

TOUR INCLUDES
•
•
.•
•
•

Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe ~otor Coach Transportation
First Class Ocean Front Accommodattons - . . .
·
Wek:ome Party with plenty of FREE BEER
Discount ID Card
OPTIONAL: Kitchenettes! Disney Wor1d Epcot Center

·~Does Not lnelude AddttlOOal $59.00 tor tax. service & 9ratu1hes.

.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Jet Flight Only $21P
Bua Tranaportation Only $13r.
land-Package Only $131P
tonctudea tax, Mf'Vtce and gratwb..)

GIVE CARNATIONS
(only $1.00 each fi;om S~A.~.)
Sponsored by Society for the Advancement of Management

$25,00 OEPO.SIT REQUIRED

CONTACT:.

DONNA
697 .. 0061

Beachcomber ,Tours, lnc., (716) 63?-3723

Sttbmit order form aod money to S.A.M. table in front of
Bookstore, SU Bldg., on Friday,Feb. 10th from 9-2.

PICK-UP ON.VALENTINE'S DAY FEB. 14

...-.......

.................__......~....................~......................".
ADDRESS·....................,·.....~......................~.........~.....~....................................
~
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VERY IMPORTANT THAT STUDENTS ATTEND

G.E~R.
TIME

DATE

HEARINGS
THEME

PLACE

=:=============================~========================================================~=

Tues., Feb. 21

11 a.rn.

Thurs., Feb. 23

4:30 p.m.
3 p.m.

Fri., Feb. 24

10 a .m.
l p.m.
l p .rn •

}Jon., Feb. 27
Wed., Feb. 29
Thurs., Narch l
..

------····--. --- -

--·

3 p.m.
J. 1 a. rr,.
2 p.m.

Non., }~arch 26
Tues., Harch 2~
Thurs., Harch 29

_11 a.m.
12 noon

Non. , April 9

Tues., April 10
I'hurs., April 12
Fri., April 13

l-.1 ed., April 18

Thurs., April 19

Mon.-, April 23
Thurs., April 26

Social Sciences

Boyden 27
Science 128

Math., Computer Science
Natural and Physical Sciences

Union - Duxbury

English Composition

Foreign Languages
Creative Arts

----------------------

Tues., March 6
Thurs., }1arch 8
Fri., March SJ

Tues., April 3
ifod., April 4
Thurs.~ April 5

Burrill C 116
Shea Hall Lounge
Science 128

n

a.m.

Bovden 37
Science Lecture

Humanities

B--i. o£. o9 --i. c. a1. Sc.-i.. e. n c. e.1.:J Ve. p a!i..:tm c.r;. t
· Behavioral Sciences

Burrill C 313

Social Sciences
General
So c,i,a.f.. WcA!z. Vepa.J1:tmc.nt

Burrill C 212

Union - Green
Library Lecture

1:30 p.m.
11.a.rn.

Union - Rathskellar

11 a. m.

Science Lecture

Foreign Languages
Humanities
Ch em,U, :ttLy Ve.paJL:tm e. n.t.

11 a.m.
6 p .m.
11 a.m.
10 a.rn.

Boyden 32
Shea Lounge
Library Lecture
Union - SGA

Math., Computer Science
Foneign ~anguage. Ve.paJi..:tmen.t
Natural and Phy~ical Sciences

11 a.m.
11 a.m.

.. Burrill C 212
Library Lecture

2 p.tn.

11 a.m.

Boyden 37

Creative Arts

English Composition

En9lli h Ve.paJL.:tme.n.:t
H~toh.y VepoJt:tme.n.t

Boyden 37
Library Lecture

Ph-i..lo.tiophy avid Religiol.L/.)

S.tw:li..e.0 De.paA.tm e.n.:t
Mon. , April 30

10 a.m.
1 p.w.

Boyd ell. 2 7

noon
11 a.m.

Burrill c 313
LibiarY. Lecture

Thurs .. , May 3'

4 p ..m.

Pop~ Livin,g Room·

Mon., May 7

2 p.m.

Union SGA

Tues., Nay 8

12 .. noon

Boyden -37

Tues., May 8

6:30

Library 7

Tues!, lfay J
·-Wed .. /May 2
Thurs·. , Hay 3

14

Behavioral Sciences

·,Health, .Phy.a~ Ed.,. avid Rec.. Vep.:t.·

Union - SGA

Ma.th., .Cornpu:te.A .Sc.~e..YLc.e, Vep.:t.
Spee ch Cpm~. 1 ._.· Ikirea.t:Jte. .P.ft~· a~id
Comm~ ·
:i~lfi~pn..de;f!:i6 · lle.p.t.

· :'Jki~'k'.':'ffi

~~'r;

· ·

f

Task Force II
Task Force. III
. General

.

-.

NB All member.s of the college· _comr1iunity are 1nvited to participate
in thes~ tape-recorded hearings. Some hearings mgy last only.sixty

minutes because of problems of room availability.
For further information about:the G.E.R. r~view,. please contact Dr.
St~U:ley Hamilton, Chairperson, ad hoc subcommittee_, extension 2285,
Foreign Language

PLEASE _POST>

··

Margie,
Happy Valentine's
Day to the best

Danny,
Happy Valentine's
Day. 1 really love
· you! JAN

Darryl,
I love you more
than you'll ever
know...
·

MDB, Happy
Valentine's Day. I
love you ~ery much.
11-5-82 Love BSG

Hey Pepe,
Want to take a
walk? Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love always,

Bumsie, Hope yo~r
Valentine's Day is
Rally, Rally Nice.
Love, StewY

Bobo

Sharon, 520-Shea
Happy Valentine's
Day! Sully

Helen, let's become
one tonight. Happy
Valentines Day
Love, Sean
Michael, Happy
Valentine's Day
I love you!
Sharon

C.A.D.S., Solve the
H~ng·Man puzzle using
these letters:

OYUEVLOJ
J, Happy Valentine's
'·Day Sweetheart!
Love ya,

To ~am,
You, me it will

be, Together
forever, to

J
awesome.
Lynn

.

eternity. Just
you and me.

Love, John

·Dase-

Happy Valentine's Day
fo 68, 2D, 60, 57,
G29, G27, 222, 220, etc.
Love, Lori

! think I left my
spel Ibook at your
castle. I'll be by
for 11......:-be

Toucan Sam!
4 ,5,l ,18-2,9,12,12
8,1,16,16,25·22,l,12,
5,14,20,9,14,5,19

4,1,2,5!
12,15,22,5

12,15,18,9
To All The Comment
Staff: You're a great
bunch to work with
Have a super
Valentines Day
Luv, Donna

Dearest E.ii~, · ,
Ha?PY Valentines
Day. Daryl
Sally: Happy Valentines
Day and Happy Every
day! Love ya,
Donna

. To ali the basketb~U
cheerleaders, you'~e
· the best! Happy
Valentines Day!!

Jeff
" Dear Mary, I cannot
express.howl feel
about you in just
·twenty-five words,

Fidget,
Happy Valentine's
Day. All my love,
D.L.R.

we're married"

Love, Julie

Ted, I know I don't
say it much-but·1
love you! Happy
·Valentine's Day.

Love, Cheryl

To Sean, Arthur, Hazy,
and Paul. Happy
Valentine's Day and
a special one to
Carlene and Sara

Love K

trfappy Valentines Day
to the office of
Student Services for
their dedicated
Work to help students.
Much thanks

J.P.M.

Billy,

Always be mine.

Love you, Patty.

Rit, I never t:ea/ly
what love was all
abOut until I met
You. With al/ my
.love,

Tina

Marybeth,
Me.and You
anti
That:s the way

You

me'..

it'.11 always be.
Love, Glenn

Tina, I love you as
high as the sky and
as deep 88' the ocean
and all the way to
Hupiter. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Rict)
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Dear John,

Tina & Richarc~,
I love you guys For
being y0u. Thanks fot
everything! You are
the best friends
a person could
have! Your friend
Always, Rozey

Rozey, Your name

exemplifies my life
since I met you.
Let's keep a
terrific thing
going! Luv,

T 0 my Big Brother Mike
When God made you he
broke the mold. I
thank God for having
you as a brother
Love You,
Renee

Mickey, What can I
say to my perfecf
match? Happy Valentine's
Darlin'!. Beep, beep
beep! Always and
forever, Lau

Happy Valentine's Day
to: Theresa, Janet,
Sue, Helene, Sheila,
Peter, John, Steve,
Sting, Maria, Bob,
and T.J.
Love, Cupid in
507

&Anna

on the 4th floor Shea

and Maria.
Happy Valentine's
Day.
From, Mark

Hope this is the
first of many.
I love you,

had a lot of
great times to·
gether.
looking forward
to many more.
Remember Oct. 5
Love, Me

To Janet:

Thanks for being you
You've made it easy
for me to love you,.

Matthew, And tnough I'm
feeling you inside, My
life is rolling with ·
the tide. When
breathing felt like
something new

Going along
with you.
Lynne

Mary, you mean more
to me than dinner
at the Hill. My love
for you surpasses
even my desire for
barbituates,

Love, T.C.

PumP.J<i:n Face
to a great group of ,
girls. "Thanks"
Nellie, Michelle,
Kathryn, Kerry &
Patti.

·Reckless: May elfs
bring you many flower!>
for VD. Who called
vou a priceless
female dog anyway?

LL., you are my
favorite sqµeeze.
I have a furry new
friend to show you.
can me next time
the chicken is."
ready. Love,
D.S. ,

H.Munst.

Rit, One thing's sure:
Love has got me. I'm
as certain as certain
can be. I'm yours
till eternity...
Love Always,
Tina
To some special ladys
at SSC, Happy Valentines
Day: Suzy, Caroline
Kathy, Julie, Mary
Beth, Tina, Louise,
Candy, Christine
Linda, Carrie,
but especially you Sally
Love

don't go to.

Bilgewater, I ju
wanted to tel
you 1 love&
miss you vel1
much. Love,
Chickypoo

Laurie, Lisa, Kara
Happy Valentine's
Day to three super
people! I can tell
it's going to be a
crazy semester·
Super Bowl Sunday
Love, Stew-Beef

Happy Valen
Day Jay, 1
times when
are together

the times

me

Jove the
I love ycu

Lesley

Love, JML

Dear Steve and Doug,
Thank you both for
all your love. I go
to movie now.
Love,

J.R.· Hey "Routine"
I wrote a new video·
it's a real "thriller"
It's called "I
Love R2!" Happy
Valentine's Day
Love you tons,
Kimbo.

Pam,
, Roses are red,
Violets are blue
Vale~ines Day w~s
made especiaJ!y for
You - My Heart is
your Heart.
Love, John.

To Ke!, Kristyn and
Robina-Happy VD, May
you find the hunks
of your dreams and
then some. Love
ya, Christine

Honey, Let's"make a
deal: Let the future
hold no more Sunday's
for the Nighthawks
Happy Valentine's
Day, Always and
Forever,
Bunny

Hi- Even tho 1

Hey you cute brown
eyed bear with your
head stuck in-the
honeypot! Will you be
my Valentine?

Happy Valentines Day
to all my roommates
Hugs and Kisses,·
the Phantom Standish

Marty, your the best
and I'll always love
you. Even though we're
long distance, your
always close to
my heart. Happy
Valentines Day Babe!
Love Forever, ~aren

T.G.-Thanks for filling .
my days with laughter!
You are very speciai
to me! Happy
Valentines Day

Andy (Shick):
To my pizza buddy; a
very special Happy
Valentines Day.
Your ex-History
Student.

QP

Lisa, Just wanted to
tell you again that
I Love You aw-time
and- I can't wait
until we're
together forever.
Love Always,
Steve

To Candy Girl (2nd
floor Shea), Happy
19th Birthday &
Happy Valentine's
Day. We luv ya!
Nancy, Tracy,
Karen
Querido Raton, ·1 e quiero
To all Iota Brothers
mucho! Estaras mi
We the sweethearts of
Valentine? Recuerda:
1ota Phi Theta would
Cuando piensa en Laun
like to ring in the
rei no Llora. Necesito
Valentine's Day
besas y abrazados!
with a whole lot of
Con gran amor,
love
tu princesa

Happy Valentin's Day

Cutie, Love like ours
will endure anything.
These two years with
you have been the
best of my life.
I Love You! Always
and forever!

Randy, Happy
Valentine's Day to
my favorite Valentine!
I Love You, Turk

girL Have a nice
Valentine's Day
"Curtrock"

CheryJ,_Maureen, Donna,
Peggy, Juliet, Katie,
Happy Valentines Day
to 6 great friends!
From the awesome
foursome ha·ha-ha

you all! Have a
super V-Day. Love &
Hugs, Him

To the One:

Lisa, Laura, & Kelly
3 great roommates.
Hope you all have a
great Valentine's
Day. Love ya muchly
Love. Kara

Chris, Mary, Tracey,
Robin, and Debbie:
A Happy Valentines
Day to you my· frieods
Love, Donna

rm

Robin

Bruce and Becky,
Lots of love to you
both. Have a great
Valentine's Day
Love and Hugs,
Donna

To the Unfrat:
You're some of the
most terrific
friends I've ever

To some pretty ladies

Sport Billy, We

A sweetheart of a

I would like to wish
every evil woman on
this campus a happy·
Valentine's Day
My eyes are open
Scott S.

Seanadoo-- Happy
Valentine's Day. May
your carrot always
be orange, but
certainly not
diced. Luv always
your champagne
sisters, Nanna

Lau.
Lis!!

Valentine's Day.

"Black Polo"

Joe, Let me show you
all the magic a perfect
love can make. Just
trust in me as I
trust in you!
Love, Rozey

(111 win the S.B. bet!)
Happy Valentine's Day
Love ya muchly,

Timmy, Happy 1st

don't know!!!

Dear Greg,
Have a very Happy
Valentines Day. KLH
always. All my love,
Donna

Lisa, Kelly & Kar
you three are great

P.S. Happy 20th

"Jock Night"
What do you want
to do Friday
nite? Aw-gee I

Joe
Joanne, You're great!
I'm glad that we're
friends. You're
friendship means
alot to me! I hope
it continues to
grow. You're
friend, Rozey

Peeda, 1 know this
Valentine's Day will
be the best for me
cuz I'll be spending
it with you!
Luv ya, Forever
Yours, Orea

"Kross Dagger" is
#1. Happy Valentine's
Day to your bandJohn, Danny, Rick,
Mike and Rick!!
Love, Doreen

To Carla:
Every day we see each
other, I know our
love will grow
forever. Happy
Valentine's Day
Love, Tony

Listen, I love you

very much and I am
very happy that we
are spending
Valentine's Day
together...
Shouting.
Nancy: Your the best
thing that ever
happened to me.
Love always,
Bill

To Jeanie,
Happy Valentine's Day
Your the best room
mate a person could
have. Follow up on
shannagons. Your

Kathy, I'll

General Motors
Rob zonk: Thank you
for the whip cream
fun"& Jasso tricks.
You do excellent
for your limited
amount of sight

D.B:

alw.a~

remember the·gc
times we had in·I
broom closet, b~l
the water towe
and especialfy
on the~ train
tracks! Love Ro

roommate

Lisa, 429 Durgin
Have a Happy Valentine's
Day! Love those red
shoes!!

Love,

Sully
Floozy, "What. turns
a man on?" GRRRR!! .
Love, Hong Kong
Phooey

To my special friends..,
on second floor Shea
I love all of you and
wish everJone a very
Happy Valentine's

Day ..Lov~
"Candy Girl"

Dear B.D. from NH.
Valentine, You're my
one and only. ·1
Love You. Always,
P:F. frorn W.B.

To my shop bosses,
Happy Valentine's
Day! With love from
the wardrobe
.mistress

Je t'aime vous tres
· beaucoup. Aile avec
mois a.la Casba.. Et_
nous anons belle.

rnusique tout le

monde. M:a

p,oitri~.

parle pour
va;us.

'

Suzy & Jean, l-1
Valentine's Day:
we're going: to
you next semei
Good luck(-l.c
Auntie Ann•

Jon,-with love and'.'"
hopes for the futu(e.

My world is briglif
thanks to you.

nOw,

Ba~ra

-

Thursday, February 9,

To my favorite
Beatles Fan P.AP., .
HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY. Things will
work out ...
someday.
Lov~, D.LL.

JA- We've gone thru a
so
lot together.
glad you're the one
rve gone thru it
with. Happy
\JaJenfine's Day!
LWeyou,
Surgar

rm

Laura & Maria (38 Wood)
What roomates! Go
for it, Lois! Today
the Comment, tomorrow the world!
Watch out 4 Cupid,
girls! "Lyn~a
Lovelace

Darlene F.S.C.
You are my
everything. I'll
love you always.
John B.S.C.

Hi creep! A slim,
attractive blonde
would very much enjoy
the pleasure of your
exquisite company
for an evening
on the town:
Banana

Jeffa, (hunny), Hold
me close tonite &
never let me go.
Happy Valentine's
Day. I love you,
Kelly (bunny)

Arthur, You're the
greatest. Thanks for
being a friend.
Happy Valentine's
Day! Guess who?

o you
!just

tell
&
ery
1€,
()

entine's
, The
en we

1er are
es I
most_

Dear Mr. Scott Sewsaw,
Thank you very much
for the beautiful
flowers. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Love, the bopping
girls in Rm.16
Sheila & Kathy

Bruce, These last4
months have been an
experience & I hope
to have many more
experiences just
like them. Lave,
Mary

To: ·A Booze bag
Basketball, Snowfall
Drink is tall,
showerstall. Towel's
there, Clothes go
tear. Bodies bare,
do we care?
From a bunkie

To KK, Deirdre, &
Bonnie Bell, A bunch
of super sweethearts.
Happy Valentine's
Day! Love,
Nanna & Anna

To our CoachWe want to go all·
the way with you!
Happy Valentine's.
Day! Love,
Yqur Cubes
To the people of the
Catholic Center, who
send valentines of
friendship every
day. Love you
all! Debi S.

Zingy, Every time I
see your smile I know
we'll end up together
forever, I Love
You,
Sweetcheeks

OU,

y

Daryana,
When are you coming
back from· the temple
so we can make some
Half-elfs?
_Love, Sennax

Love Kim & Jim

•••+lappy Valentine's Da>

Mike, Words out"Wild stallions
can not be tamed"
let's see what happens
Happy Valentines Day
Love, Boo-Hoo

ToMy"ET"
r'ou'nbe my Valentine
today; tomorrow and
forever.

vays
"Sood·
in·the
'!!hind
wer
1lfy
n
Rob

T 0 my sweetest "Buddy" ·
I love you on
Love, Jim
Valentines Day and
every day! i.K.'s
forever!
Pean-qt (alias.N.C.)
"Like", Me.
Hope yourV.D. is'
great. It should be
To my Zoology lab
you're going out
"'Partner. from someone
with me. RJM
who wants to know
you better (though
I may not show it)
Bo, Happy Valentine's
your Zoology lab
Day! I couldn't ask
partner.
for .a sweeter sister
than you. Thanks
Lisa-"- Ros1:::;·are Red,
for everything.
Violets are Blue
Love always, ·
These words aren't
Andy
enough
But "I love you"
Steve

; Happy
ay:suzy
to miss

11ester.
f::.ove,

nne

To my Valentine Paula,
J hope the yea~s to
· come will be as
exciting as~the
three years we've
had here at BSC
Love, Michael

sparkling eyes,
your straight white
teeth, Makes your
face so complete
I'm glad you're
not married!
Dashiell Hammett

DayL.M.

pothead.

grow more & more
every day of our
lives. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Love, Mrs. C.

SillyKennebunkport on the
rocks-I can't wait
You're UNBELIEVABLE
14-3 more than there
are stars the
sky. Miss ya
Don't forget. ..
"Mai"

in

Curtis 'Rock' Baby
You're a one of a
kind great guy! You
should become BSC's
. Valentine sweetheart
this year. Love
Jan

SM in 417 Shea: I
sure do miss your
gorgeous smile! I
hope we can go to
Rocky soon, Come
to Daytona,
Please!! R.S.

Cupie, I love you
more & more every
day. The past 2
years have been
the best ~ they
will only get
better; I love·
you, Tommy

Suzanne, I love you
today and every day.
Happy Valentine's
Day. Love 'always,
Scott

Marik, Happy
Valentine'$ Day.
1434ever.Love
always, Nancy

Bunny Fluff, Here's
hoping your
Valentine's Day is.
full of tight
snuggles, fun
squishes, & lots
of mush. Love,
Your Babe

Stupid Girls:
You're all too funny!
Luv ya b~nches-Have
the bestest

Sarah, I love you
more than eating a
Peaceful Meadows

Thanks for your
friendship.
Always, Lori

t ots ove.

ice cream on a hot

Chris,
Happy Valentine's
Day and Happy third
anniversary!
I love you!

Kiss, kiss,
kiss. Butch

Come with me to thio
Casba and we will
make beautiful
music together.

Q-Cee, We have only
been together a
short while, but
the memories we
share will last
: us a lifetime. I
love you,
Lil'F.

To Kathy,
A very nice young
lady. Have a nice
Valentine's Day.
"Curt Rock"

Happy Valentine's Day
Precious. l love
you!! Love, Pooky
Doll

Happy Valentine's

To.

Joann, If I could
put the world in a
crystal ball I
would give it to
you. 1989 Kid.
GV forever! Love
David

Dear Karen, I love you
not only for what you
are but for what l
am when we are
together. Love,
Marty. P.S. Let's
do our laundrey
together

My Brown Eyed Gtri
I cannot say how much
r love YOU. Thanx
for being you. All
my love, always
and forever.
Your little

Kimbo, I dig you tons
I alwa1': want to be
with You forever
Hope to be with you
on Cape Cod this
summer.

To the Thin Man,
MAssPIRG Litt. Your

To everyone who reads
these and never gets
one:

Love,
TFMSET

Hi Honey, I just want
to tell you l love
you and al~ays will
be here for you.
I promise. Love,
your sweetie

To Rm 60 & 57 Wood, &
G 29 Pope, I love
you all! Thanks for
beina there. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Ellen
Dear Donna,
Happy 20th Birthday
and Happy Valentine's
Dana, Cupid told me
Day. I love you
you're the only
Babe. GREG
one for me. I
love you!!
Janet

pAJ. "Punish" me or
"be dead"! Hope
there are Kinky
encounters on V-Day
& "little pink
houses" in our
future! I love
you!!!

Craig & Moose;
Valentine's is
coming, hope it has
enough tissues.
Toga's breathing
heavy, it's
coming later!
Love & lust

_Lisa, We will al~;ys,,
consider you are b.f.
please remember that!
Too bad the Big B's
not around on
Valentine's Day!
Happy 20th

~

M.L.W.

Pam, My love for you
today can only be
surpassed by tomorrows.
Lets grow old
together and look
forward to many
more tomorrows.
Dan

The co·mment

Happy Valentine's Day
John!!
I love you.
Forever and Always
Yours,
Marilyn

To the not so macho
men of P0-382 FROM ·
THE WOMEN Who gave
you that title! No
underwear is a
start-Keep
trying.

xxxooo

to

To Rita, Thanks for
the fond memories .of
last summer at the
party. Let's do
it again--soon.
Love, Joe C.

1~84

Dear Mom and·Denise,
Happy Valentine's Day!
I love you both so
very much: I'm
always thinking
of you (and you
too Paul!)
Love, Doreen

Dearhart, Words can't
describe the way I
feel. nappy V·day.
Teddy Bear

11

Update on BSC
Transit System
The Bridgewater State College Transit Service is now two
eeks old. The past two weeks have been both successful and
ectic. Several issues have arisen which need to addressed or
tarified.
...,.,,,
1. Lack of service between 10:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. We
now offer continuous daytime service. The a.rn. schedule has
been extended until noon. The p.m. schedule now starts at
noontime instead of 1:00 p.m. (Please note included schedule
ddendum}.
2. Snow Policy - If there is no school there will not be any
bus service. If classes are cancelled during the school day, we
ill maintain service as long as is safely possible in an attempt
to get everybody home. WBIM, wr-:=T and WAMK will be
notified of schedule revision due to 111clement weather.
3. Great Hill Apartment residents - The bus will no longer
stop to pick up or discharge passengers on the hill leading to
Shea/Durgin Halls for safety considerations. Please use the
stop sign on the north side of Shea/Durgin as a bus stop.
4. If a handicapped or elderly person gets on the bus,.
please relinquish seats near the front door, so they will be:
i nconveriienced as little as possible.
5. The bus to Brockton does not travel on Park Avenue. It
jeparts from the Art Building on School Street.
6. Currently, service wm not be provided on holidays .it
there are no classes scheduled, ie. February 20, 1984.

7. There have been complaints about the route that the
p.m. and evening campus shuttles travel. Specifically, the fact
that upon departing Great Hill the bus goes to town before
arriving at the Student Union. Riderst)ip counts have demonstrated that more riders are traveling from the Student Union
to Great Hill than are traveling from the Hill to lower campus.
Going to Waterford, then through town inconveniences some
of our riders, bµt if we were to rever$e the direction of travel, a
greater number of riders would be inconvenienced.

To Bus or Not to Bus
By Jeff Linehan
Bridgewater- On January
17th, 1983, the new Brockton
Area Transit system made it's
controversial debut here at
Bridgewater State College.
Whether you are a commuter
or campus resident, everyone here at the college has
formulated an opinion about
this "avant-garde" form of
transportation; student reaction to the system has been
. strong, and many people
have mixed feelings about
the BAT buses' arrival. To
find ·out just how much
·impact it has had on campus,
The Comment went tQ various students i.n the Student
Union and sought their out·1ook on the situation.
Freshman Dan Felock, a
commuter from Holbrook,
said "I guess I paid ten bucks
for it (transportation fee
included in bill for BAT services) but I didn't have a choice. Nobody asked me if I
wanted it; and I don't even
have a need for it because all
my classes are on lower
campus."
Senior Jim McSherry, also
a
commuter
from Holbrook: I
1
: thought. it just brought peoI pie back and forth from
Brockton .until I saw it go up
the Hill one day. I've never
taken it because I park in the
parking lot and walk to my
classes on lower campus. If
they really wanted it to
benefit otheh, I might take it
if it s~ung into the paJkiJlQ lot

Senior Rich Vacca, a com- .pie who take the bus don't ·
muter from Brockton: "I use pay for my gas!"
Freshman Kg.ren MaCozek,
the bus extensively. I catch
the bus a Shaw's, and I think who lives in Wood Hall, gleeit's super! But maybe there fully admits:"/ always take it!
should be a bus running in I'd rather pay than walk."
- Sophomore Chris Frazier,
the mid d I e afternoon
between 1 :20 and 4:00, a Great Hill resident, adds to
because I and other students the fact: "Yes, I take it al I the
have ·to wait a few hours time, and ! don't mind ·paying
before getting home .. How- it at all. lttakes too fong to get
ever, all in all it's been very from the hill to my classes.
successful, even though it But, it should run more
was acquired in my last year q~ickly. And why does it go
to Waterford Park Village?
here at the college."
Graduate Rich Baker, a I've never seen it pick anyone commuter from Plymouth: up there."
"No, I don't take it. I think it
Various other ·responses
just benefits the students liv- included such classics as
ing in the area. It's worth- "don't know too much about
while even though not it",· "neve.r used it--1 don't
everyone gets to use it--it care to "lt's·a waste." Whacuts down on the parking tever the response may be,
problem and creates much one thing was clear--these
more room."
individuals have already
Wayne Hanlon, a sopho- made up their minds and
more commuter from Carver, ·have a definite idea of.what
says, "No, I don't use it the BAT bus means to them.
because it makes me late for and what they expect from it.
classes. Look, I have a 9:00
One group of students had
class in Boyden, a 10:00 class a skep"Mcal .view of the system
at Burrill, ·and an 11 :00 at long before the actual impleGrove, and if I took the bus I'd mentation of it, and· rightly
be half an hour late for each so. Ttnose students ·are the
one. I certainly don't mind handicapped here on campaying for it, but I wish it pus, and they find the buses
virtually inaccessible. "Ten
would run on tim'e."
Junior Scott Ambrose, a dollars for what? Something
commuter from Middleboro, we can't use?" says Kevin
when told he ~aspaying a Hebert, President of the Distransportation fee: "I didn't abled Student . Awareness
7
know I was paying ten dol- Organization. '1've been
larsl But, it doesn't bother me promised by Vice President
because I can see how it David Deep ·that by next
semester the buses will be
helps others;'
Sophomor.e com mut~r accessible to disabled stu11

,

;~~~~~~~i~::n:.~A~n~d;,~r~e~m~e~m~b~e~r~.~p~te~a~s~e~c~ro~s~s~b~e~h1~.n~d~-t~h~e·~~~~~~~~~·~~~fl~I.~
when told about the fee. "No,

bus.

With al I that snow we recently

I can't use it at all. I don't like
payinQ for it because the peo-

continued on P· 18 -·····-··--·······Peter Cavanaugh
Operations Manager
Bridgewater State College Transit Service Pfit:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ENSEMBLE THEATRE STUDIO
P]lODUCTIONS PRESENTS:
Low Tide
.Written & Directed by D,enis Lawrence
and

Robert Patrick's

My ·Cup Ranneth Over
Directed by Lynn Benoit

February
21 -at 11:00 am ..
,,
February ·22 at 7:QO pm.
'

Admission FR~E!!
PIRG ·(from·p. 3) ···-·······-·············~················································.--~ ...
semester."·
sentative and als"o as a can. vasser (fund rats-er)"" during
~pril is twenty-year old
the winter break.Thi, spring,
native _of Brockton, wh.b is
along with Patrice Maloney,
currently a sophomore politiAprif wtll co-chair the BSC cal science. major. tt is a rare
Voter Registration. Drive. .
day when she .is notenthusi11
Voter ~ Registratiqn is
a~tio, happy and . teemil'"!Q
.going to be one of the most with energy~ She is by far one
exciting and interesting pro- of. BSC's imost .dedicated
members, devoting a great
jects .. this semester," April
said enthusiastically. "With deal of energy to the various
PIRG working with aH the projects she len'ds her creaother groups, there shourd be tivity to, in the hopes of mak;..
a significant number of stu- ing. BSC's PIRG a very
··
dents registering to vote this successful one.

a.

News from Career
Planning· & Placentent
.~unlor Science Majors
Laberitories' Sumer' Industrial
Undergraduate R~search Participation
Pro_gram is now .·acoepting.~pplJG~tlo·~s
until Mar~h 12. 1984 for its summer '84
program. To· be eligible, you -must be a
current junior who will have senior status
in.September '84, have a 3.0 overall G.P.A.
~4.0 sca~e), an~ have both ability and
interest m research. Majors considered
are : Math, Physics, Biology, Chemistry,
Ea:th Science and Geography, Computer
Science.
.Tnis is a national program. 45 students\
w11r be chosen and each will receive $134
a week stipend. GTE Laboratories will
provide free room and board (14 meals a
week} f~r the participants~ tn addition,
they will provide air transportation to the
GTE factlity for all non-local participants.
An o~en ho_use for prospective applicants will be held at G:TE Laboritories in
Waltham, MA o,n Friday, February 24,
1984from12:15 P'.m. to.4:30 p.m. If interested, you must confirm your -P•ans :to
. attend by phone.
,
A;· Hst of projects for the summer,. the
majors preferred for them, an application,
form, and information on· where to call for :
the open house are available in the Career
Planning and Pracement Office.
~
Gulde to Careers
Business Week's Guide to Careers,
Feb./March 1984 edition has arrived and·
is pow availabl(i in limited quantities in
the Career Planning & Placement Office.
It contains a wealth of information and /
articles _on such topics as: Entry-Level
Jobs With A Future, •Career Advice for
Liberal· Arts Students, How to Approach

~TE

the Job Search, in depth looks at careers
i~ · insuranceJ finance,. pur-Chasing, and
. securities, and many others. Stop in for
your copy!·
Yankee Intern Program
The National Trust for Historic Preservation offers the Yankee Intern Program
in the New England area for summer, fall,
and winter semesters. More positions are
available for the summer, and the application for summer '84 is February 27~ 1984.
The program is a 12-week internship in
the field of Historic Preservation, and has
· opportunities for al/ ma/ors. Each student
receives a $2,500 stipend for the 12-week
project.
.
Additional information and an application form available in the Career Planning
and Placement Office.
The National Tr~st in Chesterw6od,
MA also h~~ ma~y volunteer internship
opportu n1t1es including: sculptor,
research assistant. archaeologist, marketing analyst, actor/actress, and others.
Information on these is also available
C..P.P. Application deadHne for summet is
M~rch _31, 1984

in

Trim Up and Slim DQw~
Aerobics with Jane Fournier . .
Tuesday & Thursday 3;00 - 4:00 ·p.m. ·
In back of the Game Room
Slimnastfos with Margaret Flaherty .
Tuesday & Thursd~y 4:00 -.5:00 p.rn ..
In back of the Game Room

...
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TAKE THE· GREATER

FORT LAUDERDALE BREAK.
-

Hollywood, Pompano Beach, Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, Deerfield Beach.

Want the tradition·i:o liv.e on forever? Then order your full~color 17" x 23" poster of Spring Break '84 by sending
$3.00 (check or money··order, no cash, please) to: Spring Break '84, 500-Third Avenue West, Seattle, WA 98119.
Be sure include your name, address and college. Price includes postage and handling.
.

to

R~AGAN (from page JJ .......... c••.• ~----·-·······················'··--······-···········-·-------············---·-~-----·--·--~-·-···-~-·-·············-·-······························.···-····
The judge presiding overthe The Reagan administration,
case issued a restraining according to fhe "Worcester
order against the magazine Sunday Telegram (Dec.18,
to_ prevent it from publishing 1983) has methodically and
the article. Thi.s upset the relentlessly shut off acGess to
press becau~e. it felt that the in.forma"tion;'' Also, t.he
information was in the public _ administration has been fol.domain, and that the public lowing a plan developed by
had the right to know.
Robert Entman, a Duke UniGranted, the example was versity professor. This report
extreme in 'its po.int, and that was establrshed tor the·lnstiit was r~r-e in it actually tute fo Contemporary_ Stuoccl.Jri n g again, yet the. dies of San Francisco, which
ganger is there for such
was partially founded . by
important information to leak Edwin Meese Ill,. an impor- .
out. The government, says tant counselor to the PresiKtyzanek, also has a "right to dent, who js known to dislike
crack down on people leak- the media.
· ·
··
ing information that is not
This report advocated that
supposed to. be let .out,
Reagan" 'tame White Housebecause it may 19ndanger beaf reporting by decreasing
lives." True, but does that
reporters' expectations of full
mean all governmental inferaccess to officials, by directly
mation? Is it the fault of the . asserting tnatthe demands of
pr~ss if it reptfrts' information • leadership require a modi.:.
that was not supposed to be
cum of confidentiality ... Take
leaked; but was?
.
advantage of the country's
It appears that the Reagan
growing preference for
administration is consciously
strong leadership tp legitim:clamping down o'n all media
ize this approach'". Also, the
information, from restricting
~resident was advised to "
'keep the press staff (except
. inconsequential information
up to censoring informati'on
the· secretary) in the dark
Gn U.S. military involment.
about th'e politics of White

------·---··········-·······-·················-------······-·-·······-···

House decision making' ". nelly, professor of JournalTherefore, .if. the press were ism at Bridgewater, views
11ot informed ·on governmen- Reagan's "cfampsit . on. the
ta.I actions and future strate- press as, ''censorship;·.· "It
gies, they woul'tf not have to isn'tjustwhat he did inGrenal'"lswer the reporter$ ''gos-· ada, ius·whathe.'sdoing daily
sipy 'why' inquisiticms .and !n Wastiington. Big Brother is
steer the focus to fhe 'what'· -. rampant and we, the.readers,
".(Coutesy Worcester the viewers, thelisteriersare
Telegram)
· the victims. One -area too
The most graphic example overlooked is his m~nipula
of this policy is theu.s~ inva- tior of the media. Thank
sion of Gr~nada. Dr. Kry- goodness for the Folk at the
zanek, a: specialist in Central "Washington Post", but even
American affairs, while con- they seem to be backing off.
tinuing. to 'Stress the impor- · It will be interesting to watch
tance of vital secrets, does what happens this election
feel .that the complete media year. One can't but wonder if
block from the invasion was he pulled (or will pull) the
"unjustrfied''. "It was (a),sus- troops out of Lebanon yespicious (act) and created (a terday so thatthe Democratic
lot) of antagoni_srn''. The contenders won't have our
press, he also stated, had presence there to, ·as Nixon
been in on every major mil- or LBJ, would have said-itary·action from before WWI ·"kick around": Journal.ists
to V-Day and on.
and all of us who value freeIf this is true, which Jt is, dom must be on the alert.
then Why. _was the media John Milton's 'Areopagiticia'
banned from such a mission (freedom of the press) should
a.s :the irwasion of Grenada, be read or re-r-ead by all." ·
when previous correspondThe confusion resulting
ents -have fully known the from the ·Reagan's "blackout"
danger?
was ·devastating. Larry
Professor Maureen Con- Speakes. who is Reagan's

press secretary, was told of
the invasion of Grenada only
30 minutes before it actually
ocurred. This inadverte?t
lack 9f knowl~gge caused
him tb make. many sta,te-=
ment~ tt.Jat laterturnedoutto
be false and misleading:
1;There were at least 1,100
wen:trained milit-ia .from
Cuba;.
.
2.There were 'no civilian
.casualties;
3.The military coup had
forced the airport to close,
making it impossible for
Americans and others to
leave if th~y wanted to;
4.The U.S.. S.R. had_ a direct
involvement with the · violence thaf.,IGJ:fJo the coup;
5.The U.S. had no intentions
of invading Grenada.
Actually, as it was. later
revealsd, there were fewer
than 800 Cubans and 100 of
them were soldiers .. TheU,S.
bombed .a mental . hospitE!'·
killing atteast 20 patients aha
staff. There were four commercial flights, occupied by
Americans, that left the onlY
airport in Grenada -the daY

continued on p. 18........ __ ~-·-------··
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Ladies Suffer Second Setback
hard as she scored 22 points Rams were Donna McPhee
to pace the Bears to their and Laraine Hickey, both of
The B.S.C.'s girls basket- victory.
whom scored 18 points. Both
ballteamisstillonarollthese,
The Rams committed 27 showedenthusiasmandnusdays, despite a loss last Sat- turnovers compared to only. tie. They could not, however,
urday to Worcester State. 18 for 8.S.C. Another main keep up to the pace of the
The girls played away and factor in the game may have Bears. Carolyn Parsley of
lost by a 50-46 score. The been the field goals, as the B.S.C. scored 16 points, Jody
girls field goal percentage, . Bears held on to a 41% game Collicutt with 12, Lori Boylan
however, is at .342 and their total against only 27% forthe with 10, and already mentifree throw percentage at Rams.
oned .Cathy Baker with 22
.539. The loss to Worcester
At the half, the Bears were points.
was the first loss of the sea- up 31-24. Being up only by 7
The girls have a total of913
son for the Bears. · Their points, the Bears started to · points scored this season
second loss was last night, as really dominate the game in .. t~us far. Their next game will
they lost to Clark University the second half as the final be Saturday at Salem State
score inclines. They scored ·College. The game will deterin a_n away game, 78-73.
Last Monday the girls won 46 points in the second half, mine whether or not the girls
yet another game, 77-47 over and F.S.C. scored only 23. 'will have a shot at the chamthe Framingham State Rams. The total points scored by the· . pionshi ps. Being such an
The girls really hustled on the Bears in the second half was important game, the girls can
·court, as they came down only one point shy of what ·use all the support they can
with 43 · rebounds. Fra- F.S.C. scored in the entire get. Let's all support the
mingham only had 29. C.athy game.
team!. Hope to see you in
B~ker worked. especially
Two good players for the Salemi
by Joe Gouveia

Men PlQgued
by Joe Gou-vela

Despite sloppy . mistake~,
the Bears did p\ay .a :p.re.tty\'4·
Last Monday night , the goQtl game. The score s,tood
Bridgewater Bears mens bas- at 34-25 at the half in favor of
ketbaH tearn's two game win- ,. F.S.C. Benindby9 points, the.
~· ning streak was.snapped \jy · Bears. were able to. cut 'the:'
Framingham State's Rams. deficit t6 3 pqints later on in
The Rams are ranked number the second half. The Bears.
1 in- New England and however, couldn't keep up to
number 5 in the nation. They this style of "catch-up"
beat the bears by a 76•63 ·basketball.
.
1
score. Mark Van Valkenberg
Scoring in double figures
of Framingham is ranked in for B.S.C. were Bill Suglithe top five scorers in the ano(15), Sean McCarthy(13),
country as he scored a whop- Mark Anderson (12), and
ping 38 points against the Mark Dias with 10 points.
c8ears. Considering these
The Bears next home game
facts, a 13 point loss isn't all will be he!d on February 16
that bad.
against Westfield State Col~
A major factor in the game
lege at 8:00 p.m., and their
may have been 19 turnovers very next game will be at
committed by the Bears vs. ~, Salem State College on Feb10 by F.S.C. Also, B;S.C. shot ruary 11 at 8:00 p.m. Good
only 50% contrasted to lt..ck Bridgewater!
F.S.C. 's 71 %.

Thomp§,Pn ·Self.;Assertiye .
By Liz Cahill

assertion. Thompson, feeling
he lacks preparation for colRay Thompson plays on lege, has and does particiBridgewater State Men'~ pate in assistance programs
Basketball team. Recently, at to enrich his academic skills:
the Berkshire-North Adams
Ray. Thompson ,comes
Tournament, he was chosen from Boston Technical High
for the All-Tourn~ment School.Hereiswheretrouble
Team. Not only is Ray bega_n for the Ray. According.
Thompson an outstanding to Ray, his acceptance into
basketball player; he reflects Boston Technical was based
the ideal. .example. of self-, .c,>n his bask~.tb~.11 ability~ The .

I

Dias takes it to the hoop.
school.. ordinarily requires
students to pass an entrance
exam.Thehighschool'sbasketball·coach got Ray inwithout taking the exam.
however.
·
.Boston, Tech·rnns .t~o edu\-

cational tracks. Upstairs in.
the sch'ool. a prepatory program is followed. Downstairs
consists .of a trade school.
Ray found himself in the
downstairs school _learning
the printing,Jr~de. This part
'

;:f -/·~t:;.'i~;,~

Santilli.photo

of the school teaches academics one week and con-~
ducts trade workshops the
next week .. After a few week~
in the program, Ray decided

See p. 15 .· ~ · · · · · · · ·
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School of Fish at B.S.C.

The B.S.C. men's swim
team took ifs fourth victory in
four starts last Saturday as
they sent Holy Cross for a
dive, 76-39. Holy Crass took
the first two events, but the
Bears swept the 1,000 free
and never looked back, as
they took 10 of 13 firsts.
Rich Sarson started of the
meet by winning the 100
backstroke, followed by Ken
Bernard and Bryan King finishing 2-4· in the 100 breast
stroke. Mike Piazza. and Rob
· Lyons took 1-2 in the 100
freestyle,.followed.by Sarson

and Brian O'Neifr taking 1-3
in the 200 freestyle. Sarson
set a 8.S.C. record, with a
time of 1:49.86 in that race.
O'Neill just made New England qualifying time with
1 :53.5. Greg Cook, Eric Nordling, and Bryan King took
the 50 free 1-3-5. Ken Bernard and Will Cheney took 13 in the 200 individual
medley, with Bernard hitting
his personal best of 2:16.62.
Divers Arthur Grant, Mark
Hayes, and Sean Mulhall
took 1-2-3 in the one mete'r
diving, with Grant qualifying

tor tne l"ft:1YY L.l l~ICll IU VI ld.fllpionships. Hayes and Mulhall
already have qualified.
.O'Neill swam a ·fine :54.29
in the 100 fly, with Cook finishing :49.05, just .012 off the
B.S.C. record. Cook is the
first 8.S.G. swimmer to break
the 50 second barrier in the
B.S.C. pool during a dual
swim mee~.
,
In the freestyle competition, Sarson finished with a
time of 5:00.93, a new B.S.C.
record I In the three meter diving competitionJ B.S.C. took

top spots, with Hayes,
Grant, and Mulhall, finishing
respectively.
"Holy Cross really did not
test us this time," commented
Coach Yeskewicz,"as they
had a few men out witfi the
flu. I don't think it would have
affected the outcome.though." He added,"we
swam well-two team records,
and close to two others. You
can't ask for more than that.
Also, our men were swimming different events thao
our previous meets:·

a11

. Celtics: A Boston Tradition
, that was· an astronomically ' per game and just his overall
low 98 points.
·
ability to be a leader on the
When looking atthe Celtics
-The team has won only9 court.
there really isn't anything out of their last 11 games and
-The center position, if you
spectacular about the team.: 29 out of their last 35. They ·combine the two players who
-The General Manager is '·also have a slim 71h game lead" usually fill the role, Kevin
only one of the greatest men over their closest competitor, McHale and Robert Parish,
in the history of the National the Philadelphia 76ers..
would average 37.7 points
I don't think the team will an'd·18.6 rebounds pergameJ
Basketball Association, and
he has a mer~Ja.;~,f}~.pJ(:)m,,.;. · ever. get worse. J have tried hitting 56.8% from the field
11
ships . l:fiffd'et ' titS: belt at the my honorable best to put the and 76.2% free-throw. per
team down. But what person, and that is not
moment.
-K.C. Jones, the coach of happens when we tear my shabby.
·
this team, has coached the article to pieces and tell the
-Another member of the
By Douglas Benson

line. He is second in the
league.
-The team itself has the
best record in the NBA, 3810. The team had a nine game
winning streak going into
Tuesday night's game with
the New Jersey Nets, but they
lost1i7-114. They now have
a 7~ game lead over the rest
of the league. Last night the
CelticsfacedtheNBAChampion Lakers at home, and this
could very well have been a

Bears
Business
By Mike Storey
Time is beginning to wind
down for the winter sports
season here at BSC. In a few
more weeks the winter sche-.
dule will be finished and preseason training will begin for
afl spring sports. However,
there ·are a few teams .that
may extend their seasons
into post-season play.
One of those being the
women's basketball team
(18:...1). After t9sing their first
game of the year to Worcester State over the weekend
(50-46), t}le ladies rebounded
to thrash Framingham State
(77-47). Even though they
were defeated they still are
ranked #1 in New England
and·#4 in the country.
They take on . a tough
Salem State squad on Saturday {2:00) at Salem. A win
here would clinch the MASCAG championship .for the
girls and give them an automatic berth in the NCAA Oiv-
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last two
All~Starga~esand
truth? ~~~~~~~~~teiaim~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-·~~~~T;h:~e;i~r~~•d•te~,~~s~tji~n~~y1 •i~
• ·~·~n·~.·~t·
won·
both.
·~J;,t.1.P:~v1~,!!~if~•11•:f·'~'l111•~!'~'11~1J· ····.·
.. · . h~e~t~r~
His team is heading toward ofthe founding fathers when newesfm~mber 'of
team
h·ands.
its best seasonal record in the the league was founded.
and produces 13.3 points per .........................--......"""""'_..._......._...h.....I....,._.._._.,A
........._
ou!r men's.swi·m t·eam {4-0)
his assistance m e ping ay
team's history. Pretty
-K.C. Jones, the ninth game,issecondontheteam budgethistime.·
iswellontheirwaytooneof
shabby, don't you think?
coach of the team, may very in' assists and second on the · . According to Ray, the their best records in quite a
-Only three players from well coach the greatest team team at . the free-th row coac h 1s
. grea.
t. "I.can.t e11 h'1m few years. The team should
the team made the All-Star to their best record in the percentage.
h
.
b
f
be well represented 1·n ·the
t at I'm gorng to·. e 1ate or
.
gamethisyear.Theshort6'9" team's history.
-Cedric Maxwell is the practice because 1 have to New E:nglands, held at
Larry Bird,. the clumsy Kevin
-Six players on the team player you don't see, but is study for a test, and he says Springfield (Feb. 25/26) this
McHale and TW' Robert average better than 10 p'oints always there as he averages it's all right. I've had other year.
("The Fall-Ove'r"} Parish. a game including All-Star 12 points per game.
coaches who say, "Why don't
The wrestling team is closOh, get this-in one regular· starter Larry Bird, who well
-Gerald Henderson, a 11.4 . you study after practice?" ing out their season tonight .
season game all three player.s may be having his bsst sea- point per game scorer, hits all But Coach Champagne isn't against Boston College and
haa a combined point total son yetdue to his 2.35 points the floaters from the 3 point that type of coach. He says are also sporting their best

the

Thompson (con't p. 14) ·
it was no~ far' him. "The traue
school. k·1ds often don't do
their work .for the ·upstairs
. teachers. The teacher~ don't
reaHy like the down~ta1rs students -- ttiey don t r.espect
them," explains Thompson.
"(didn't want to be.looked at
--..____.that way." Ray requested a
-·transfer. to the upstairs program. The coach told Ray to
finish the year 'in the t~ade
section and that he would be
put into the college prep pro""'
gram sophomore year.
Finding himself in the trade
school his sophomore ye.ar,
Ray expressed his dissatisfaction to the coach. The
coach, Jn turn, told Ray to
apply to and take the tests for
the upstairs school. Ray did,·
twice. BDt received no reply.
Ray then planned to
transfer to anotherschool his
junior year in order to receive
college 'preparation. Thinking Thompson was being

McHale jumper: Donahue photo

recruited by another school, it's okay and justto ask somethe ba~ketball coach threa- one on the team to explain
tened to sue him. "This was what I missed." Ray apprehappening. to one of my ciates Coach Champagne's
friends Carl Hobb, at the attitude. He agrees with the
time a~d 1 didn't w~nt to go coach's philosophy that acathrough .it,!' says.Ray.
demics are as important as
. lnstead . of letting the situa- the sport.
ti on . ride, however, Ray
Ray Thofl'.lpsori sees ·th~
attended coUege prepatory adjustment period of.·jug~
course.s at the UniversiW .of gling academics and athletMassachusetts in Boston his. ics·comingtoan end. HefeeJs
junior .and senior years to histj.mebalancingoutamong·
acquire the skit.ls. he felt h~ his/ activities. "Things are
lacked. The course ran Tues- smoothing out and my scheday and Thursday nights dule is getting easier to hanand, therefore, did not con- die,'' says Ray.
flict with school, or basket- · Presently, Ray Thompson·
ball. "They helped me a lot," attends Bridgewater as a
expre~sed Thompson. "I Speech Com·munications
learnea a lot of stuff I major. He wishes to go into
wouldn't have at Boston some aspect of the broadTech."
casting field. More specifi..;
Ray Thompson's extra· cally, he wants to be a sports
efforts carry over to his stu- newscaster. Thompson takes
dies at Bridgewater. H-e fourcoursesthis semester. "I
found his course load over.. want to take·,it slow," he says.
whelming when .he st~rted to "I want to get the feel for colplay basketball. As a result, lege and the campus."
he quit the team for a week
When asked how basketand a half. Then Men's Bas- ball fits·· into his. scheme,
ketball. Coach Champagne Thomp.son looks at it this
told Ray about Project Out-· way, "I'm here to go. to
reach. This program sets up school. I already got screwed
tutors for students having in high school. You. have to
course difficulties-. Ray now getacertaingradepointanyparticipates in Project ·out- way. So study. has. to ·come
reach and has returned tOthe before· basketballJ no matter
team. The coach also offered what."

record (6-7) in many years.
They are ·currently ranked #7
in New England for Division
111. Greg Wilson (12-1) in the
150 class will be a definite
contender in the ,New Eng-·
laqd championships.
The men's basketball team
(8-10) played a very inspired
game.Toesday.againstFra;.,
mingharn State losing to.the
#2 team in the country {767
63). rt they keep playing as·
hard as they. did then, the
Bears have a good shot at finishing the season with a .500
standihg.
The women's gymnastics
tea:m !1-1) open up at horn~~
this Saturday against Univer-·
sity of Maine/Framingham at
2:00 p.m. Good luck.
, lntramuraJs
The IMbasketball program
c·ontinues, on to the wee
hours Sunday-Thursday
nights. Standings will be
posted on· IM .board for
games played so far. ,

B.A.l.R.S.
Tickets for Bruins vs. Kings
hockey games. {Mar. 1) are
now on sale at IM office. Cost
is $10.00 which includes both
ticket arid transportation. .
Have- a nice weekend one

and all ·

.-
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***~*~*Special

Event********

S.U.P.C. presents:
"A World I Never Made''
a lecture by nov~list and civil rights laader.
JAMES BALDWIN
James Baldwin was born August 2, 1924, in
New York City, the first of nine children, the
grandson of a slave. He grew up in Harlem
where his father was a preacher. From the age
of 14 until 17, Mr. Baldwin was a child preacher
at the Fireside Pentecostal Asse.mbly. After
graduation from high school, he held a variety of ·
jobs to s-upport_ himself while_ he began writing.
At twenty-foL:Jr years of age, Mr. Baldw_in embarked
on his first nf many journeys back and." Jorth
_
to Europe--mainly to Paris. He now divides his .time
between a home in southern France and one in
New York City.
Lauded as one of America's finest writers,
James 8-afdwin has also gained international prominence
as a leader and spokesman for/ the civil rights mov-ement. ·
·A,.l+n~e··,,,.~~~·~e--~~,~~~···~-~----

movement, many people, remembering especially his
prophetic THE FIRE NEXT TIME { 1.963), name him a
prophet. He has spoken passionately ·and eloquently
before hundreds of campus audiences
urging· recognition of
the rights of all.
..
,
'

'

....

.........

Known mainly as a novelist, essayist, and playwright, Mr. Baldwin has received_
numerous hono_r(lry degrees, ·recogniti"on awards and literary: honors·. He is· a member
of the National l nstltute of Arts and Letters.

CO TELLiT ON·THE MOUNTAIN
NOTES OF A NATIVE SON
G\OVANNl'SROOM
NOBODY KNOWS MY NAME
ANOTHER COUNTRY
THE FIRE NEXT TIME
B-LUES FOR MISTER CHARLIE
GOING TO MEET THE MAN

Works in Progress:

TEL~ ¥~.l19"Y L
T1'6f~:mmN·"t::~ ·
·-·'">~NO

NAME IN THE· STREET
DAY, WHEN l .WAS LOST
IF BEALE STREET COULD TALK.
THE DEVIL FINDS WORK
LITTLE MAN LITTLE MAN'
JUST AB_OVE MY HEAD

. ONE

I

EVIDENCE OF THINGS NOT SEEN, 1983
REMEMBER TH IS HOUSE· 1983

Wednesday, February 29, 7 p.m. S.U. -Ballroom
Tickets and information· available at the
Student Union Information. Booth 697-1271
~

"

$2.00
$4.00

SSC Community
Genera/- Public

The Comment
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Students: Apply Now for
·Financial Aid
CoUege students expecting to need financial aid or
summer employment . are
. urged to write now to The
Scholarship Bank. According to ·the director, Steve
Danz, private financial aid
donors consider applications
on a year-round basis and
now is the best time to start
looking for fall 84 aid. The
Scholarship Bank. will send
each student a print-out up to
50 sources of aid that appear
just right for each student
based on his/her response to
a questionaire sent by the
bank.
The Scholarship Bank is
the largest organization in
the U.S. devot.ed to finding
private. financial aid for students, and each year receives
over 10,000 requests for such
information. According to
the director, the bank supple-

·ments the work of the college
financial aid office by finding
private funding sources such
as from civic, trade, educa-tional and industry groups.
This year the bank has
added 2,500 new summer
employment jobs and urges
students who wish to find
summer work in their chosen
professional fields to write
for information. The director
recently announced the

introduction of a new computer, Victor 9000 to handle
scholarship data and give
students free yearly up-date9
information.
Students with financial
need should send a businesssize, self-addressed envelope to The Scholarship
Bank, 10100 Santa Monica
Blvd, Los Angeles, CA.

90067.

S.G.A. SENA~E VACANCY
The following position is. now open:

Senator Class of 1985
N,omination papers will be available on Thursday, February 16, 1984.
They must be returned to the S.G:A. 9ffice by February 23, 1984 by
4:00 pm. Dates for this election will be announced at a later date,
pending evaluation of this election contest.

"My summer work in Lonmany), the only significant
don was the most satisfying . cost to the student is the airexpe·rience of my life.
fare--andeventhatexpense
lmrnersed as a part of the
may be reduced by special
student and youth fares availsociety, among the work
force, facing the same prob- able through the Council.
,''·~·)York abroad is a trelems of inflation and
cracx.,wQ:~?fo'~.<.
U
mendOUS learning ·expe- come·· to understand how a rience; one is enriched with
culture, a people can differ-- relationships with feHow
'"""iFlc "attitudes, outlooks 'and workers and the adventure of
,?~""'', assumptions."
supporting 'Oneself," report-

. .

.

Drunk Driving
Conference_
On February 13 and 14f the
first New England Drinking
and Driving Conference will
be held at the Sheraton
Islander in Newport, Rhode
Island. This conference
reprents an unprecedented
joining together of resources: The New England Governors Conference, three
Federal Cabinet Departments -- Health and Human
Services, Transportation and
Education --and the Rhode
Island Department of Mental
Health, Retardation and Hospitals, have united to do
somethi,ng about drunk
driving.
Why? The reason is simple: :

Name the Yearbook!

ENSEMBLE
THEATRE
Valentine's Day
General Meeting

.

from page 2--·-----······--·----····----------·--·------------···-·-·~.··--·--·······-··-···-·········that even the United States
Senate, although slightly
more important than our own
S.G.A. Senate, also has its
·own problems. However,
their groupings are called
. Democrats and Republicans.
Mr. Donoghu·e, I sincerely

~.~"1---:11~: ,'1.':.·"'· ·1111.1.~-Ml~·~~-"!~-,~~!~~~,,,i:Th•;;r~:

in the Work Abroad program
The jobs are primarily
sponsored by the Council on unskilled -- in restaurants,
International Educational stores, and hotels -- bu1
Exchange {CtEE),.the lar.gest salaries should more than
student travel organization in cover the cost of room board.
the United States.
Some participants save
Now in its fourteenth year, enough money out of their
th e W or k A b roa d program .1s earnings to treat themselves
. k'
t h e only one o f its ind availa- to a vacation once they stop
ble in the U.S. It cuts through working.
red tape to help thousands of
Employment found by par. t
stu d ents obtain emporary · ticipants in the past includes
work in Great Britian, Ireland, work as chambermaids or
France, New Zealand, and for porters in London's West
the first time in 1984, Ger- End, as a hot air balloon
. ··h
·
f
(,llany. W 1th t e assistance o
crewmember in Burgandy

drunken driving is a national
epidemic.
.
_
According to figures from
the National .Center for
Health Statistics andf Analy:..
sis, over a quarter of a million
Americans have · died in
alcohol-related automobile
accidents in the last ten
years.
Presently, drunk driving
accidents across the United
States clc.i m twenty-five
thousand li~es annually. That
translates to about five,.
hundred deaths per weel<.
Seventy-one people die each
day, or one alchotiol-related
fatality every twenty minutes.

An opportunity to suggest a name for the 1984 yearbook is
being offered to the BSC student body.
A prize of $1 O plus free adrnission to a senior sponsored
event (example - Countdown Party) will be awarded for the
winning name.
(
Judges are the Yearbook Editors. Deadline is Monday, Feb>!<~~~~~.....,~:::li' ~ ruary 20, 1984 at 12 noon.

Work Overseas

,;~;;\:11!if~:~:~~,:~l'~R~~~~·~~&~~t~~,t~~,, ··~·
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at

11:00 A~M.

Student Union
GREEN ROOM
PROJ;ESSIONAL TYPIST
QUALITY woRK
PROMPT, DEPENDABLE sERv1cE
TERM PAPERS, LETTERS, RESUMES, ETC.
REASONABLE RATES

CONTACT TERRI at 583-7504

hope you are elected to the ·
S.G.A. in your · upcominQ
election, because by your
commentary you lead us to
believe that YOL! are the
"Superman" that we need to
straighten out our problems.

Trista Farmosa

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

F

Consumer Information
Are you having trouble getting a loan, problems wit~ investments,· mail-order houses or:
warranties??
Answers to these questions, as well as others
on marketing practices for small businesses·
'
credit, generic drugs and woodstoves, arei
available at the Bridgewater Public Library.
The Federal Trade Commission has sent the
library an abundance of comsumer related
pamphlets which are being made available to
the public for free. The special display of mate-·
rials is located ne-ar the adult circulation desk.
The library also has other consumer infor1

·Apart from a modest program fee of $60 ($80 fo'r Ger-

Food Service
Available a.t Burrill
Beginning Monday, Febru~ry 6th, limited food service wilLbe
available in the Lo·unge Area at Burrill Avenue Aca_de~ic Class
Room Building on a trial basis. Schedule will be as follows:

9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

to ·10:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m.

THIRD ANNUAL--

SUMMER STUDY in FRENCH

Coffee and Donuts
Subs· and sandwiches

June l t 1984 - July 20, 1984..

SMU FOREIGN LAl'llGUAGE DEPARTMENT

u

DIVISION OF CONTINUING STUplES

U

..

S/'ced Turkey on a Bulkie-:--. --.. --.- - : . --~. • $1.7·.·a

ft,

For Information Contact:

nu~-----------------~----$Q$
z. Coffee--------------.....- - - - · $0.45

Sponsored by:

._

··~

.1n·

PRICE LIST
Roast Beef on a Bulkie-----------------$1.95
Roast Beef & Provolone $ub w/lettuce.------- $2.20
Ham & American· Cheese on a Bulkie·----~---$1.65
Ham on a Sub Rolf-----------------· $1.85
Tuna on a Bulkie•----------.;.. ____ _;,_ $1.45

I

1

n
u

u
DR. YOKEN 999-8335 or 994-4212
L1ie•==N-•te:==w~+'-==~*11•==~*n•==:1H111"'c:::=:::s-a•1e:=1=i;c1c·1ICllC!!'.==M*M..Jt::.
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SGA Profile of the Week
J
three openings on the Senate from every faction ot camHi! My name is Mary
and help to lead us in the pus. This means you OASIS,
McLaµghUn and I am a senaHandicapped Students,
right direction.
tor from the Class of 1985. I
MASSPIRG, International
This brings
to one final
am a Political Science major
issue; the upcoming spring Students!
with a minor in Business
In the previous paragraphs
elections. I am sure that
Management. Since being
many of you have leadership . I have tried to stress one
elected. to the Senate last
qualities, yet you are content point. This point being all
October I have worked hard
to sit back and let persons students should voice their
to represent my class in the
you don't even know repres- opinions fn the Student
SGA. When voting on particent you. Why don't you run Government. We, the present
ular issues I ·attempt to confor election to the Student m~mbers of the S.G.A. can
sider not only my own views,
Government. If you are hard- not single out each one of
but yours also. Several of
working and open minded you, so you must single .us
these issues I feel very
you are the· perfect candidate out. You can find me tn the
strongly about; particularly
and your chances of being S.G.A. office on MWF from BUS (from p. 12} ---·-·--·-···-·-----~---;·-···--··-·-·-·----·--·····--··--~·-··--~----··-··----···
the role of commuters, the
elected are as good ~s 10:30 till 12:00. Or if you . had, transportation woyld
the bills clarifying the addireputation of the SGA, and
anyon·.'
efse's. a would would .rather be less formal have been a big help, but we · tional _ten dollar transportathe upcoming SGA elections.
please me greatly to see '"why don't you join me for a · couldn't use it!"
tion fee.
First, being a commuter
representatives
from the drink in the Rat after some
Even with the majority of ·
"But, for every complaint
myself, I am particularly
interested in -their problems. · entire student body involved Tuesday night S.G.A. the views, mostly negative,
we get, there's also a compti.in the S.G.A. We need a voice meetina.
We, the commuters comprise
Peter Hartel, Staff Associate
ment. One student I've tarked
a majority of the college popof Student Services believes
with is extremely pleased. He
ulation, yet as a united voice
that eventuarry everyone will
has to go to Brockton once a
we are very weak. In dealings
be pleased with. the system.
week to see a doctor. Before
with the SGA I endeavor the
Not only does it benefitr the
the BAT bus, it would cost
·strengthen this voice. Howentire student body, but Harhim, round trtp, $16.0P by
ever, I cannot do this alone; I
tel points out that there are
cab. We do realize that not
need your input and suggespositive side effects as well. It every single person is going
tions. Perhaps if we all work
has increased mobility qf the to get an equal amount of sertogether we have the proper
students, reinforced security,
vice out of the system, but
effect a majority should have.,
decreased. the number of everybody ben~fits in so.me
Secondly, recently the
cars coming into· Bridge- way. Already we've increased
our service by two ·hours,
SGA has received much bad
water, and ended congestion
pubticity from both The
with the bus running a total of
in the parking lots, allowing
Comment and by word of
181h hours a day," explains
more space for commuters.
mouth. As previously stated, I
Hartel also says thatit will Hartel.
As· for the "disab.led stu. was elected only recently, so
serve the needs o'f'' the
I have had the opportunity to
Bridgewater commuRity and· dents here at SSC,.· Hartel
witness the workings of the
better relations with the town says it is regrettable that they
SGA from both angles. I
will develop, hel"ping to stim-' are suffering presently, but
sometime this year W'"'''~f!€.ifl
admit we do have some interulate campus growth.
nal problems but mudsling"Why turn thi_s nice green be used exclusively for han".::'"~'
di
st.LI
·ing and ·namecalling will not

me

.....

soive them" ,,A-.ma.teT~ · ·

members of the Student ·
Government are willing and
· trying to solve these problems. Once again, we can use
your help. Why don't you
come to one of our Senate
meetings, se~ what is- going
on and offer your comments
and suggestions. Perhaps
then.you can seethatmostof
us are trying arid give us a
,little positive publicity;. Better·
:yet why notrun tor:qn~ ofth~

..

,.,, ...

has~eennoe'\l\dencetha~lhe··
~oyiets have·~ad any dlrect

mvolveroent._m the bloody
coup.
.
., ..
What does this all mean?
c:>oes it m~an that"1984" has
finally arrrved-thatthe news
wiff from now on be dictated
from the Oval Office? No.
W~at it d?es r:nean is that in
ttus tens1on-f11ted world of
_escalated cold-war,· the
a~ministr~tion feels that ,its.
v1_tal d~ty is lo .conceal every
btt of mformatton, no matter
~ow innocuous it is. In this
hes the danger.

.

II

?Rlghtnowtner~arerestric-

4~Attempt on at 1~~~~pi~'~'". ,;i~' '
.. ·
.
fr~~ pr~s~wm m~k~~is·
ttons t:>etng ~assed,.without
occ8:siQ.!'l~ to sy,pres£i~tif!lllfil1<~~.
.
afis fftto prin! takes. T~a: is its fr~~ e~al~ate
the ~pproval ·of, Congress,
catipn ·.~r,, pr~seritation of and what is not. Perhaps a the ~ubhc s ~uty ho e we
that w.oufd: .
.
. .
unc.1assHied scientific ,letter from a Mr. Edward· A. the information. r
fPresi1."tmpose lifetime .censorpapers;
Espinoza of California to wilt never read ~hat ou
h'
shipandthethreatofrandom
5.Requesting university "Time" maga7ine may bring dent is suffering from ~~
lie detector tests on about
(and college) officials to con- the point clos~r to home:
(13th) w~ek of a severe ~o ·
130,0G bureaucrats and
duct covert surveillance of
government contractors;
foreign .·visitors and to limit
2.Rewrit~ the rules governtheir activities." (Courtesy
Schedule Addendum for Campus Shuttle AM
ing classification .?f docu- · "Boston Globe"-)
ments to permit more
By now one is wondering
Waterford
Great Hill
Student Union
ir.formation to be kept secret;
what this all has to do with the
3.Pe:rmit agencies t? axoid
average student. lmagine.try-10:20
10:15
10:1-0
scrutiny by .obstuctm~ the· ing to get an article fpr one's
10:35
10:30
flow of· prevrously available
important midterm or final
10:25
information under the Free- · ~paper, or even one's Master
10:50
10:45.
10:40
dom of lnfo~matton Act;.
or Doctc.:;,~te thesis, only to

1

FRED V/LLAR/ $·.
1

I

find that , · 9.S been reclassified and is 110 longer in the
J public domain. Yet before
one ·begins to. compJain that
1 America has- always had a
1
free press. and itisonlythe.
1 -"cry-babies" thatare making
I all of the noise, and that the
I press should. go to·the Soviet
1
Union ·and try to report the
1
·news, .one should think about
1I.. what is happening. The freeI dom of the press is what has
1
kept America.what lt is-free.
It keeps a vital check on the
1
I" government, it informs the
public of what is going on.
I Life is complicated, maddenI ing, joyous and intrinsically
sad. So is the news. But, that

10:55
11:10
:11:25
1·1:40

'tSdf'I U· O·JO.S Of-. 5·rlf.
o. E·fc.ase"11 "- ,
I
I

f

THJS--COUPON

I

GOOD.FOR ONE

I
I

FREE LESSON

1
1

t

I1I ·1 Per Person

11

1

, - - . - - - - - - - - - -....~-----------------,

341 Broad St. (Rte 18}
Bridgewater, Mass. 02324

Limit:

I

J;-----------------------•----....
,

.

697-2996 . .

11:00
11:15
11:30
11 :4_5

11:05
11:20
11:36
11:50

11:55.

12:05

Schedule Addendum·for Campus Shuttle PM
•

..

Student Union

Great Hill

Plaza

12:05

12:15

12:35

12:45

·12:25
12:55

1:05

1:15

1-:25

1:35

1:45

1:55

-

"'$

to Waterford Park Village,
Hartel points out that close to _ .
fifty students resid~''"".;tttefff"' ,.
along with ~bQut · Twenty
faculty and personnel
members ..
In closing. the ~.verage ga&
bill for a commuter over a
four year pe.riod is roughly
$6,800; compare that to
$80.00 for eight semest~rs of
unli~ited ~us use. Hope u y,
the idea will catch on.

;S...::~~-----~--'-~----·---~-·-·"'"··-·:"··--·~~~--~------·-·----·~o-----------··-~--------··--·~------·-····-··-····-~--------"--~~-·~::~~---~--~.· ,~,~~~f~~~,,~..~~"~-~---:--~···"-~---~.:--~---- ·

RE~GAN, fro"ltf,p. 'i3....~--~~----------i-·;·--~---··1f!;.~i~~;::L;,-;~~-ct~..•
before the lnva$ioA. ,There;

,, ,,

n in g tli es e buses is
considerably cheaper than
.paving more areas for parking .. Sure, we have received a
lot·of complaints and objec• tions, but everyone I've
talked to has left with a positive view." Harteldoe.sihow...
ever, regret the lack of
information made available
to the pu,blic about the systern, and wishes an expla~ation had been sent out with

a

Thursday, February

Menu at Tilly
and the Hill,
Thursday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambte_d Eggs
Sausage
Pancakes
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Sour:> Du Jour ·
Taco w/ Shredded lettuce
Fried Chicken Nuggets
w/ choice bf sauces
Peas
French Fries

Soup Du Jour
Roast Turkey
w/dr.essing and gravy
Mashed Potato ·
~lb Hamburger w/Bacon
Cauliflower Au Grautin
Italian Blend Vegetables

Clam Chowder
-Hot Pastrami ori Bulkie
Tuna Melts
Mixed Vegetables

Clam Chowder
Fried Fish Tails
Pepperoni Pizza
Onion Rings
Green ·aeans
Sliced Carrots

Friday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit"'
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted ·Donuts
Toast/butter/jel!y

Saturday

Brunch

Assorted Juices
Assortep Cold Cereals
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly ·

Sunday

Tomato Soup
Chicken Cutlets
w/Supreme sauce
. Zlti w/ Meatsauce
Italian Potatoes
Peas
Cauliflower

Tomato Soup
Steak & ·Cheese Sub
Tuna Salid. on a Bulkie
Home Fri,es
Zuchini and tomato

Brunch

Assorted Juices ·
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh' Frui~
Pancakes
Eggs ·to Order
Assorted .Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Tur~ey Sandwich
Fried Clarri'Roll
Potato Puffs

Chicken. Noodle Soup
Roiist_Sirloin of
Beef w/gravy
Grilled Knackwurst
w/Sauerkraut
Mashed Potatoes
Beets
Broccoli

Clam Chowder
Chicken Fitet on a Bun
Stuffed Peppers
w/Tomato Sauce
French Fries
Green Beans

Clam Chowder
Italian Sausa')e Sub
1=>epper Sub
Fried Rice

Monday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

born

T~esday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Scrambles Eggs
Pancakes w/Bacon

Chicken Rice Soup
Beef Noodle Au Gratin
BBQ.Chicken on a Bun
Onion Rings
Sliced Carrots

~~;~~~~:~~~~···~;:;~

..·c .

Yie'Clnesday

</;!:'ii'.

Assorted Juices
~rted Cold Cereals
0
• """'F'~~~h Fruit
Ch.eese Omelet
Freneh TQQ.st "": ·"·····,.

Corn Chowder
Pizza
Turkey Tetrazzini.
Potato Puffs
Freneh Cut Green; .efiariS

""

. As~ort~~gqgl;!~~.
Toast/butter/jelly

I

I

'" /

\) v/
I

/
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SNOW (from page 1) .:-·--·---··--·····-····-··-·-··-···--················-··--·-·-······-·-····-·······················-·············--········-········
the morning.
the campus and the town to order to notify the radio staAs for the storm two weeks
check out the road condi- tions on or before 5:30 a.m.
ago.
Cummings . e~plained
so
they
can
get
the
tions. Then he contacts the
that "it was raining·outat5:30
State Police and the Depart- announcement out." This is
in.the morning. but by 6:15 it
ment of Public Works to so that commuting students
. check on the road conditions can th .. out in time that was flurrying, and by 6:30 it
was coming down like mad."
on the routes coming into school has been cancelled
.The storm had hiftoo late for
Bridgewater. When he has before they head out.
a decision and too late to get
Cummings said that the
enough information, he calls
Dr. Dillman, Vice President of storm that hit on January 19 the message out to commu·
the college, and together started early enough so that
t~~~..:..uco..rning in from Plymouth, Cape Cod, New
they make a decision. 11 All of crews could be brought in to
s.-edford, . and the Boston
this has to be done early," startthe plowing, but classes
Cummings. ·explained, "in were cancelled (!.S it conarea.
tinued to snow throughout
EDB (from page .1) .......................................... ,---········--·····-····-················--·······-···········································..

we as a corporation have a
corporate relationship with
General Mills, and fortunately don't have this problem,"· said Ed Gorman,
district manager for CMC. He
said that General Mills was
quick to capitalize on the
problem by send_ing pre_ss
releases, informing customers that their products are
safe. and can still be
purchased.
Victor Ferrini, manager of
Rico's· Mar~et in Bridgewater.said he was waiting for a
notice from the manufaturers
as to when the products

should be taken off the
shelves. He did say, however,
that all products invloved will
be taken off the shelves by
the weeknd ·and stored ln a
back room. of the .market.
until they are pipked up by
the manufacturers.
·
No one has brought any of
the products back, or questioned him about the problem,
said Ferrini. He did say the
store has been.getting a lot of
telephone calls, though.
The products containing
EDE have yet to be removed
from the shelves of Fer-
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French Fries
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GER (from p. 1) ........................ ·

word" about these meetings,
and then he answered questions from the Sen·ate: Afterward, he thanked the Senate
for the opportunity to discuss
this important issue.
Now is yourchance'to contribute your opinion pn the
Ger's. If you- do not take
advantage of these opportunities to speak now, forever ,
hold your peace.
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nandes supermarket in
Bridgewater's Campus
Plaza. Store manager John
Analane, said he waswaiting
for final instuctions from the
company's main office. He
also said that (lery few people
have questioned him about ·
the problem.
EDB is known to cause
genetic. changes and birth
defects in animals who have
been tested repeatedly with
the chemicai. This means
that the animals have a 100%
chance of developing or
{arm of cancer or anothf>
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PAY HIKE (from page 1) ................................................................ ,.
tees last night will see an
increase from $45/c.h. to
$47 /c.h. for Continuing Ed.,
and $55/c.h. for Graduate
School.
In a phone interview with
.The Comment, StudentTru~.,.
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Thursday, February 9, 1984

Canada's Bear of Beers
·is here!
Down from the North Woods of.Canada comes
Grizzly Bee'r. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.
An authentic Canadian lager-naturally aged, so it's remarkably sm90th. With a flavor .
. no other Canadian beer can stand up.to. The bear of b~ers is herel
TM

CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by Van Munching & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

